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FLEEING WIFE

RUSSIA REFUSES TO

ONE MILLION

JOLLY GOOD FELLOW

AND CHILDREN

NEW VICEROY TO INDIA

MAKE ANY COMPROMISE
Pathetic Story of
Fear of Husband and
Father

egraph Company.

BROKE THE CANADIANS ALL UP WHEN HE QUIT BEING GOVERNOR GENERAL DEMOCRATIC AND TACTFUL. IT 13 BELIEVED HE
WILL KNOW HOW TO HANDLE KITCHENER LADY MINTO ALSO
KNOWS HOW TO KEEP FOLKS GOOD NATURED.

SOON TO BE RELEASED FROM

PRESIDENT MAY MAKE LAST APPEAL TO MIKADO Prison

PENNIES A DAY OF MANY WONDERS

Resemble Mounted

In the

Specimens.

In United States

THEM WHEN

HE

How

Silver Coins

Kill

Peace Prospects Very Gloomy if St. Petersburg Telegram
Session
Shall Prove to Be True-- No
Held Today.

MINT WHERE SEALED IN STONE

Alone Pennies Are Coined

ges that He Will

OUT

SHALL GET

ARE STAMPED AND EDGES MILLED

Louisville, Ky., Aug. 24. Mrs. Mary
Nnckles of lAJiiisville, and her three
young sons, who passed through
a few days ago, en route
CZAR'S REPLY IS RECEIVED BUT IS NOT MADE PUBLIC
to the home of relatives iu the north
ern part of Indiana, where she ex
necta to find seclusion from her bus
itely,
of
cost
thousat
a
millions
and
24.
The
Aug.
Portsmouth, N. H..
t 1t..na
Ill band. Willfam Nuckles, has arrived at,
nr.
n.
llh
nn.lo
cxi....
oukj
anna
winlfl
Roosevelt
niiu
personality ol President
he? military j Jnd""aPl1"; and,hthe Iour
atlnLrSe
lnreer and larger in the present ever be able, whatever
,,,,
reached
.!,
w
.nrioiu vio .otnnria bet ween the warring
iW .ih,,t- u....D0,
o i c,n,,Uar of.rv.
.
mn-nico
onnt'vies insisting that the peace her adversary.
'
through Jefferson vllle.
now,
with
absolute
be
stated
can
It
strength
f?nf
The
conference shall not fail.
,u
anu saio sne nan ueeu uig?u uy uei
Kf it
of the president's position is .that he ....in........
,'
mmmgniii the confidence of both denfs .message to Emperor Nicholas
i
.,1 he re- oy
He already has accomplisnea jesieniny, ueuveieu in personcommun-wltskies
penitentiary
from
leased
Frankfort
the
h
good in impressing each side bassador Meyer, which was
a short time, will hunt her up and
to M. Witte and Baron Rosen in
the necessity of mutual conces- - icated
injure her. Neither of her three sons
navy
yard,
Tuesday
the
afternoon,
at
a
yielded
aion and both sides have
a coat, and Mrs. Nuckles' wear
The president desired that the Rus- - has
great deal to his persuasion.
ing apparel showed long usage,
'
V
years
Only a single point separates them, ; " "
She said she was fitty-lou- r
A,,:-- ",
but it is as it has been from the be- r,."'f t that the v as is under ol11' an'1 formerly lived at
where she married William
President Roosevelt's con
ginning.
seventeen years ago. They
promise proposition, which Baron,
If
extreme
to
P,1'1
hl8t
tlm lived together In a manner until tenKomura formally presented at yesteryears go. Mrs. Nuckle claims her husday's meeting, and in which Japan
agrecd entirely to wnnuraw arucies
ban'' nas frequently sent ner worn
nnd
b
eleven, the surrender ol
he bojl to live to get out of
ten and ...,,
lu
rvf Rns.'"""'"
tp .uu a oihi..H" in limitation
em- uaroness
an
Rosen
Russ
at
the
the east, and to b
Nuckles' term will end this week,
slas naval force
her destitute
and. notwithstanding
substitute for articles five and nine,
condition, Mrs. Nuckles decided to flee
cession of Sakhalin and indemnity, a GREATLY MORE GUESSING
rather than run the risk of his carrynumber of articles providing for an
THAN THERE IS KNOWLEDGE
ing out his threats, which she believes
arrangement by which Jian should'
get legal title to the southern half, Oyster Bay, Aug. 24. President be will do if he can find her. Her
Is awaiting developments destination
Is being kept a secret,
of Sakhalin, which slie possessed
fore the treat;" t 1ST5, wliile Russia in the pending negotiations for peace, and she will not tell In what part of
should redeem ,p repair her title to Beyond his direct appeal to Emperor northern Indiana she expects to lothe northern half of ,the island for .Nicholas he does not feel he can go cate. She has a number of friends
IOiio.OoO.
at this time. There are reasons for in Louisville, she said, but they, like
Russia offered to pay liberally for tne statement that the president made herself, belong to the poorer class and
to the Toklo could give her but little assistance
the maintenance of Russian prisoners 8ome representations
in Japan. Her cession of the Chinese government, but whether they were when she started for. Indiana. She
Eastern railroad also will place a tidy nla,)e direct to the Japanese emperor nas been helped along from town to
town, and at Indianapolis was given
sum in the Japanese exchequer. Fur- - ls uot inown
yet
quarters by the Salvation Army.
ther than that, Mr Witte has
wm
MeMenger.
Send
President
no instructions; but the president did
It is reported that the president will
He tried his appeal
not surrender.
ENORMOUS GROWTH ,
AmhaRsador send some one to Magnolia to commu-Meyer- s
for peace to the czar.
Rosan
in
nicate
Baron
Pfrson with
had three hours of avrt!nce
IN IMMIGRATION
with Emepror Nicholas, which may and Mr. Witte during their stay there.
have proved a deciding factor.
New York, Aug. 24. And still they
j RUSSIA
ABSOLUTELY REFUSES
President Already Ha. Reply.
come!
Notwithstanding the fact that
COMPROMISE
ANY
MAKE
T0
The response which Ambassador
St. Petersburg, Aug. 24. The corre-la- s the European governments do not faMeyer received from Emepror Nicno- Telegram vor emigration and are trying their
is aiready in President Roosevelt's spondent of the Reuter's
to make It as difficult as posHl
possession, and he is in position to company, was today authorized by best
Count Lamsdorff, the foreign nilnis- - ble and in spite of the fact that the
define his next step.
American authorities keep a sliay)
If the emperor declined absolutely ter, to state officially and in the most
to prevent undesirable forto yield, there may still be time to formal manner that Russia will pay lookout
eigners from slipping into the counturn to Tokio for the last appeal, to no contribution, direct or indirect nor try,
the Immigration is increasing at
forego $3iii),(ii)n,0iMi or $400,000,000 will It make any cession of territory
an enormous rate.
rather than protract the war indefln-- ' whatever.
The number of Immigrants which
ended during the fiscal year which
ended June 30, was 1,027,421, an Increase of 25 per cent over last year
and 20 per cent more than In 1903.
The rate of exclusion was somewhat
higher, being 11.5fi3 against 8,709 in

in Stone

Man On Machine

PHILADELPHIA

Sent Messa-

He Has

WYOMING LAND

Can Be Counted By One Fish Encased

Tell

Minister of Foreign Affairs Wants That Stated
Him Officially, By Reuter's Tel. From

NUMBER 220

COFFINS

Before Adam Walked the
Earth and Now Brought
Out to
GRACE

LEWIS

AND

CLARK

FAIR

Philadelphla, Aug. 22. A million
Portland, Ore, Aug. 24 In the same
pennies a day tha't is the capacity of show case with the Lincoln picture
a strange machine which Uncle Sam are some remarkable specimens of
uses In the Philadelphia mint to count petrified fish, taken from a high hill
the coin of smallest value made by the owned by Dr. C. T. Gamble, near
government. The machine ls known
By splitting th
Wyo.
as a counting table.
stone the fish were revealed, but It
The counting board is about as was necessary to pick out and scrape
large as a big kneading board, such off the white, rock before the full outas housewives use. The surface of It line and all the outer physical featIs wide enough to hold a row of forty
ures of the fish were exposed.
pennies. When the pennies are to be
This wofk done, every fin, bono and
counted, several thousand are heaped scale of the fish ls shown perfectly.
upon the board, which ls placed above
The stone Is of a whitish hue, while
EARL OF MINTO AND LADY MINTO.
a hopper.
the fish Is very dark. Thin slabs,
O.,
RoxborM.
O.
C.
ynmound,
P.
C.
Then an operator tips the board showing various kinds of fish, from
Tha earl of Minto. who has been
Melgund
Melgnnd,
of
backward and forward and sideways, three Inches to more than a foot la
appointed to succeed Lord Curzon ough; Viscount
so that the pennies slide about, and length, have been brought to the ex
as viceroy of India, U one of the Minto, Rorburgh, and a baron of Nova finally
settle in the grooves made by position .where they are studied by
popular men of England wiio is al- Scotia.
the brass partition strips. When the many curious people and by not a few
Cambridge
a
B.
A.
mostly
unlver
Job,
of
He is
ways holding down a big
board Is full, there are 1,000 pennies
sity; was formerly attached to the on it. It Is then dumped into a recep- scientists.
because he is a good fellow.
Looked at from a distance these pet
Turkish
to
general
governor
the
of Scots Ouard. attached
His term as
tacle Just outside the hopper, and the rified fish firmly Imbedded. In the
1877
war,
sev
army
in
Canada expired late in 1904. after
pennies which have slipped off the stone look like mounted fish preserveral extensions. The Canadians made (medal), served in Afghanistan. 1879 board into the hopper are caught by a ed for exhibition purposes; but there
In
(medal).
1SS2
Egypt.
(medal).
him,
it
In
but
vieorous efforts to keeD
box underneath.
Is no question whatever of their genwas against the policy of the Britlsn Canadian rebellion, ms unecian. mn- Pennies are coined out at the Phila uineness, as a closer Inspection will
Landsdowne,
longer,
Lord
secretary
itary
of
government to keep him there
delphia mint, and the government prove.
hold that these fish
He Is a generous spender, demo- - governor general of Canada. 1883- - finds the coining of them profitable, perished Scientists
a,es and age ago, when ai
governor
of
general
The lssfi; became
cratic, tactfu and diplomatic.
because
they
the
value
of
the
metal
angry ocean raged over what ls nnw
general opinion is that he will manage Canada, 18H8; late captain reserve of contain Is only about three-fourt- s
of a the state of Wyoming.
his conduct so that there will be no officers, late colonel and brigadier - cent.
Wyoming appears to be roi"& rich,
chance of a quarrel between himself general commanding ScottlsTi BorderThe upsetting machine is another In odd and unusual things, as well as
ers Volunteer Infantry brigade; was Interesting mechanical
and the stern and silent Kitchener.
It In the valuable metals of commerce
Lady Minto has superintended the born July 9, 1845; succeeded his Is used for turning the contrivance.
edges of
and In tones o fine that they ma
social side of their lives with the father as fourth earl of Minto, in 1891 ; The coin discs of the proper sizecoins.
and be called almost precious. It may be
same skill that her husband has dis- - was married July 28, 1883, to Mary thickness, but with
their edges still a surprlie to some persons to learn
Caroline, daughter of General Hon. rough, are put
played in politics.
tubes to fit them. that Wyoming, which has only thirThe earl of Minto'a full title Is Chas. Grey; has two sons and three T!ise tubes areInto
placed upright .beside teen counties, possesses eighteen well
Sir Gilbert John Elliott Murray Kyn- - daughters,
a round topped, revolving table.
At defined oil fields. KIght of the thir"a-- r.
revolution of the table, one of teen counties have oil. Pure rock soda
the discs drops Into a groove between In large quantities is also found in the
the table and the outer shell, and the state, and there ls on exhibition at
i
pressure
the edges of the disc the Portland fair a huge chunk of this
makes them srrooth.
soda nearly six feet in cubic dimenStiimp'ng the coins Is the last pro sions.
cess, and this ls done by means of a
great machine which weighs fifteen
ARRESTED FOR ISSUING
tons and costs $15,000.
These are
twenty-fou- r
bucu l .achines In the PhilA WORTHLESS CHECK
adelphia mint. The discs which are
to be coined are placed In a tube, as
Eduardo Vigil was arrested today
In the case of the upsetting machine.
Others-Forty-T- hree
on
complaint of Ellas Garcia, the wool
Two
fingers
steel
take
the
hold
of
Government
Magnificent Prizes by
bottom disc, and move it over to the and hide dealer, charged with Issuing
die. Then the die above presses down a worthless chock. He will have a
From
Teams
on the disc, so that the impression Is hearing before Judge Crawford tomormade on both sides. At the same time, row morning.
It seems that Vigil gave a check for
the edges of the disc are milled, and
All
Country.
of
when the upper die raises, the steel $10 to a man In the employ of EHaa
fingers push the finished coin out of Garcia, which was cashed by Garcia.
the way and bring a disc Into posi- Upon taking the check to the bank It
was turned down, as the drawer had
Sea Girt, X. J., Aug. 24. The great here and will entertain a large number tion.
no funds on depos't.
n .tional shooting tournament, under of prominent visitors during the tour
Garcia .hen blarted out to look for
nament. Several governors, United SANTA FE PREPARING
Vigil and met him on the street and
tho auspices of the National Board States smiators, and members of
the worthless check.
for the Promotion of Rifle Practice,
besides other prominent gov
FOR EXCURSIONISTS Atoldwarhimof about
wordH followed and the aropened at the Sea Girt National. Rifle eminent officials and officers of the
rest of Vigil was the result.
Range, this morning. It is the third army are expected to attend the shoot
Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 24. Hava ar1903.
tournament of its kind ever held In ing as the guests of the governor.
The greatest Increase was In the this country under the law of conThis morning the Individual con ranged accommodations for one thous- QUIETLY MARRIED
number of immigrants from Russia. gress authorizing these competitions tests for the Individual national cham and, ami will give you league ball.
This ls owing partly to the war with in marksmanship, and providing tor piouships began. Among the contest Band will meet you on Santa Ke CenLAST EVENING
,lpan. the inner disturbances in Rus- tho requisite funds for holding them. ants are many members of the com tral.
FRANK OWEN,
sia and the constant persecution of How much the Interest in these an- peting teams and Individual crack
C. Herbert Appleton and Miss MaMgr. Santa Fe Ball Team.
the Jews in many parts of the em- nual tournaments has Increased is ap- shots from various clubs affiliated
party will separate at Hong Kong.
Yarchow were auletly married at
bel
compire.
Immigrants
Rifle
Association.
telegram
by
National
This
of
Mr.
The
class
was
with
the
parent from the fact that only fifteen
received
The following members of the party
home of
of the Mcintosh 8 o'clock last evening at the
will proceed to Pekln to be entertain- ing from Russia Is not very desirable, teams competed In the tournament The shooting this morning was slow Houston, manager
Myra Yar- and means the bride's mother, Mrs.home.
ed by the dowager empress of China, but more so than a large percentage in the fall of 1903, four or them be- firing at the 200, Soo, 500 and tiOO Browns, this afternoon,
Key.
accompanying Miss Roosevelt, the of the immigrants coming from cer- ing from the army and navy. Ohio yards tanges. It will be followed im- that Santa Fe has arranged to accom- ehov, at the Harwood
Fiske. pastor of the Lead avespeclaly invited guest of the empress: tain parts of southern Europe.
and Michigan were the only states mediately by a rapid fire contest at modate one thousand people If they Wilbur
which sent complete teams. At the 200 and Soo yards. That will end to- take the excursion next Sunday. That nue Methodist church performed the
Senators Newlands and Warren, Reptournament In 1904, w hich was held at day's program. The program for to- the band will meet tho excursion on wedding ceremrnv In the presence of
resentatives Ixmgworthy, Gillette and TROLLEY COLLIDES
Fort Riley, Kan., nineteen teams took morrow morning includes runs in the- the Santa Fe Central may be inter- a few relative sand intimate friends of
Cochran. Miss Roosevelt and party
teams, national Individual match. In the af- preted to mean that the Santa Fe tbe contracting parties.
will sail from Yokohama for America
WITH AUTOMOBILE pait, while this year forty-threTho hrtrie, who has been a teacher
representing nearly every state in the ternoon the pistol match for individual band will meet the excursion at Kenon the Pacific mall steamer Siberia,
Union. Hawaii and the District of contestants will take place In three nedy, where the Santa Fe is vladuct-e- d In the Harwood Industrial school, is
leaving October 7.
a popu'nr young lady of this city and
Ntw York, Aug. 24. Two men ami Columbia, have been entered, besides divisions, slow, timed and rapid fire.
by the Central.
fyra
The team contest shooting will not
.two women were badly hurt In teams from the V. S. intantry and
Is understood that Santa Fe has Is the daughter of Mrs.
It
the matron of the Harwood
Biooklyn, today, in a collision be-- , cavalry, the navy, the marine service, begin until Saturday. It will open at secured a Pueblo battery
for
the
tween a trolley car and an automobile and the academies at West Point and 8 a. m., with slow firing at 2oo and game with the Browns, and If such is school. The groom ls also well and
respont;oo yards, and will be followed lnime
returning from Bergen Beach.
Annapolis.
the case, a good game may be expect- favorably known and holds a
Miss
The injured are:
Emma
The present meeting is held under idiaiely by the 200 and 5'"' ards rapid ed. Benn, tho new ujtcher, will do sible position, that of shipping clerk,
Judge, Miss Agne Rice, Otto Novls, the supervision of General W. P. Hall, firing contest. There il' a no shoot the twirling for the Browns.
with the Whitney Company.
.ay the na
The young couple will take up their
and Prank Brown, the owner of the U. S. A., one of the members of the ing on Sunday. On :
Regarding the excursion tickets,
motor car. One of the women sus- National Board for the Promotion of, tional team shootins natch will be which are being sold this afternoon residence In the Perca addition, where
tained a fractured Bkull and the other Rifle Practice, representing the gov-- : continued und on T May it will be by Frank Houston and Robert Abra- Mr. Appleton has built and furnished
On
was Injured internally.
Brown was eminent. Captain Rhodes of the gen-- concluded with ski; isj runs.
ham, it must be
that these a cozy cottage for his bride.
so badly hurt that he could not be eral staff, is post adjutant, and Lieut, Wednesday t ie van...is trophy match-Alber- t cards are to be understood
to
taken
local ticthe
will begin,
vrh will end on Satur- - ket offlcu
S. Jones, secretary of the Na-,- s
moved from the scene of the acciCouverneur's Memorial Arch.
exchanged for other ticses and doctors, as it U desirous to dent.
and
day,
Septembtr
th.
Association,
two
and
tionnl Rifle
N. Y.. Aug. 21. Old
Gouverneur,
by
comprevent an exodus of Leeville people
kets
furnished
Santa
the
Fe
,
army oflicers will act as statistical! Among the prize.-- to be competed pany,
Week, tho centennial celebraHome
to New Orleans. The appearance of
officers, t'apt. Alvin 11. Graff, First! for In team .shooting are the governtion of this town, began here this
new cases at Lake Providence has THE PEASANTS OF
Regiment, N. J., National Guard, Is! ment trophy, authorized by congress,
nioinlng. The streets were filled with
Kanias R. F. C. Men Meeting.
quarantine
caused the revival of the
trophy,
the
presented
famous
Hilton
Capf.
ls
Hof
and
pot
iuarUTinaster,
RUSSIA PILLAGING
Topeka, Kan., Aub. 24. The second visitors from the ueightsirlng districts
against that city. The fever continCongress has ap by the late Judge Hilton, ami the annual
buildofficer.
ordnance
ues to spread at Riverside and Patterof the rural mall car- and the flaas on neaily everyappear
propriated $1,0H0 to detray expenses bronze "Soldier of Marathon," pre- riers ofmeeting
ing gave the town a festive
son, In St. Mary parish, and in the
opened
this
state
here
this
Odessa, Aug. 21. Fresh agrarian
the tournament and the state of; sented by tbe commander in chief on morning. Over one thousand members ance, l tie principal event oi iuu ceio-- I
parishes of Jefferson. St. Charles, St. disorders have broke'n out in E.i.a- - of
New Jersey and the National Rifle behalf of the state of New York.
the organization and their wives bration which iwlll close on August
Bernard and St. John, which are in Set heard and Alexandria districts. Association have
also contributed lili - jKach trophy canies with It a money of
the
are
in attendance.
Tho total number 'amli, will be the dedication of
close proximity to New Orleans.
Peasants are destroying property of orally to Insure tbe success of the pri.e and individual medals to the of rural,
In this state 'marble memorial arch erected by the
mail
carriers
members of the victorious tennis. The is over 1,500
the land owners. A bir; estate at event.
centen
Icltizeiu
to coiiiine'iioraie the
and constantly IncreasButzky has been entirely destroyed.
The riflemen of the various teams prizes competed for in the National ing.
nial of Gouverneur an.l to honor taa
Closing Quotations.
Itille Association contests include the
began
Individual,
shots
crack
and
to
memory of lis pioneers and soldiers.
New
York,
21. Atchison,
Aug.
Wimbledon Cup, the Leech Cup, the
and found every-tiii,,arrive here last week ...,.,.,
arch stands at the Main street
The
Money
AN UNKNOWN SHIP
Market.
ItiMo
preferred. 105.
a ..o.r Hale Silver Target, silver medals and
.i I,,..
.....,.i.. t..,
New York, Aug. 24. Money on call, park entrain e, Is 23 feet high, with
New York Centra, 133:V,.
ti rus has beep reeled back of the " ish prizes aggregating over $1,000. 2(T(24
prime mercantile paper, Ol'i; a len foot span, and 13 foot clearing.
ON FIRE AT SEA of
range which will give amplu accom- The last event on the program is the silver.
Pennsylvania, 1 17.
The front or the top of the arch bears
modation to all the sharpshooters al- President's match for tue championinscription. "Lest We Forget,"
the
Southern Pacific, G7U.
London, Aug. 24. A nunknown ves- ready 'here and those who will arrive ship emblem, $,)ii in cash and a com- while the keystone of the arch bear
Metal Market.
I'nlon Paeit'ir, 137; preferred. 9S'.2. sel is on fire off
of Wight. It ls here dining today and tomorrow. Gov iiKiebno.y autograph letter frvm the
"Gouvi i neui's Cen- New York, Aug. 24. Lad, firm, the inscription,
U. S. Steel, 37'4; prefemd, 1.".
blazing furiously.
ernor Siol.es has opened headquarters president.
jteiinlal, Uio5."
JIM'1?! 1.H0; copper, strong, $10. 2r..
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NATIONAL SHOOTING

o--

TOURNAMENT OPENS
and
Participating
the

Parts

con-gress-

SECRETARY TAFT AND

PARTY AT TACLOBAN
Tacloban, Aug. 24. The transport
Logan arrived here this morning with
Secretary Taft and party on board.
The distinguished visitors witnessed
a great parade of citizens, who showed every sign of business prosperity.
They were entertained at luncheon
and witnessed a dance of native
I
school children.
The Iogan will sail for Igaspi, on
the Island of Luzon, tomorrow. The

e

Yar-cho-

YELLOW FEVER STATUS

.

1

JUST ABOUT THE SAME

I

1

New Orleans. La., Aug. 24. New
cases at noon, sinie 6 p. m. Wednesday, 12; total cases to date, l.ot!S;
deaths, 3. Total deaths to date, 222.
New

vTo Aid of Leeville.
Aug.
()i leans, La.,

24.

Dr.

Ralph Marcour, formerly of the navy,
started today for Leeville, and they
will send additional yellow fever nur
Regimental Reunions.

24. The surI'ticLi. N. V.. Augvivors of the 1 17t lit Regiment, N. Y.
-

are celebrating their annual reunion today at Summit Park. They
marched out this morning and after
luncheon held a business meeting, followed by a camp fire, with speeches,
rinsing of old campaign songs, and
ref:estiments.
Canajoharle, N. Y., Aug. 21 The
annual reunion ot the lljth Regiment,
N. Y. V.. better known as the
Regiment," opened here today
with a large attend.wiee. This afternoon there will be pleasure trips and
various entertainments lor the veterans, and this evening a camp five at
the Karri U Post rooms. The regular
l'UMlie.-..- s
meeting and memorial exercises will bo held tomorrow.
Y.,

"Iron-hearte-

Buffers and Polishers in Convention.!
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 21. The Na-- ;
tioiial oii:ni.ation of the Buffers and
Po if he s o tem-i-l its national conven-tiou be e today. The attendance U
and nearly every state in the
I'tiioii is repri sented. Many Import- ant matters concerning wages and
hours of labor will be considered.
'

..

;

I.--!e

Dedication of New Church.
Protect Home Industries.
Iteatiy, Pa., Aug. 24. The new St.
Creek, Mich., Aug. 24 For
i
the i:i.-- i time In the Ir.story of this Vincent's church, one of the
Roman Catholic churches In
'own. the annual picui' of the
lecently completed at a
iation is h' Id i his
and Uutcheis' As-be:,.
of at some resort out cost of over half a million dollars,
This is the first tangible was dedicated this morning with
of town.
ceremonies. Many visitors
re.su
o' l )n- ina.uunr Ion of a policy
or
borne in nstries, whii h rem Pittsburg and other cities in this
by Hie merchants Mute attended the Impressive cereta, av reed uponliit'ie
( reek
St. Vincent's Is the abbey
fit a re- mony.
of
and i
Portland, Ore.. Aug. 2 4. Governor
church of the Benedictine monastery,
The (I'.zens are
cent iuct!:n'-:- .
to buy a'! they need from tne the largest Iu the world. It Is not Pardee, of California, was elected preof semlim; w ;y larne, but exquisitely d corated sident of the National Irrigation conlocal ine. chair.-- , insii ..
anl other and con'aius nine beautiful altars of gress.
mail oi.lers 10 t'liiei.o
it the example Carrara marble. The edifice was dedcities. It Is ( xpeet.'d
of the citizens of Ha tie Creek will icated by Bishop Canevin and Bishop
Papers Read Before Congress.
find imitators in mai: other smaller Mc Paul of Trenton, N. J., preached
Ore., Aug. 24. Before the
Portland,
sermon.
the
towns in this state.
Will

MAN OF MANY WIVES

Hat :ie

hand-semes-

WORK OF NATIONAL

G:o-cer-

AGAIN CHEATS GALLOWS

i,i-n-

IRRIGATION CONGRESS

-

I

Chieagu, Aug. 24 Johann Hoeh,
niau of many wives, convicted for
murder of .ne of them and under
sentence oi oeaui, nas scaped
galows the third time. He was
have l een hantied here tomorrow,
a supersedeas was issued today on
order of Justice Magruder of the

the
the
the
ttie
to
but
the
su--

me court.
Tl.e
said he can fully exame
by Ilocli's
ine l the record
attorneys, and his study of it satisfied
ilim t,,.n. wus enough doubt to justi-largfy a review of tue entire case by the
supreme court. The case w ill come
up at the October term, iu Springfield,
ji;--

ju.-.ii-

ircr-eii- t

I

e

Illinois.

;:
I

!

I

National Irrigation congress, Wm. E.
of CUat'go, made an addreoa
on "Irrigation in India." Curtis' paper
was followed by reading a letter to
the congress from President James J.
Hill, of the Great Northern railway,
who urged the need of increasing tha
area for home building.

('inis,

FORIUM:

OFJHE

p fAN CI ERS GET
INFERNAL MACHINE

FOOLISH

How Harry1 Silly Idea Brought
piness to His Friends.

Hap-

By Pauline Forsyth.

(Copyright,

'MT

Knli-rpris-

In

wa.

t!u"
a
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inrly

!

the Newspaper

Assoc In t ion.)
days of Mississippi It

most of the states limp horn
In their turn, lmilt up of those from
,
were
who
the oliii r
Among the
broken down In fortune.
I'lonoirs was Allan F, azier, of Virginia, who had nought this fertile
noil to recover. If Mssihlo, the wealth
he had hist, or, at thp wo;st, to win a
comfort ahle living lor his family. One
motive for his vountary exile was n
desire to hide from the companions of
his prosperous days the privations to
which lie and Ills family were obliged
to submit.
He and hU wife boucht a small
plantation In Mississippi and aft r the
first few years they prospered. Of
the four children all hut Ada died In
Infancy.
Ada Frazier was unique both In
person and character.
Her beauty
was that of an eastern princess rather
than a l'raEile American. One of her
admirers, Walter Sherburne, was the
only one whom her demeanor did not
discouiace.
When she returned from
school, at sixteen, Walter Sherburne
had followed her, and, undeterred, by
her refusal to listen to his suit, he had
never ci ased to pay her homage.
In order to be constantly, near the
object of his affection the ardent
lover had purchased the plantation
adjoining the Frazlers', and for three
years live,! upon it. The last twelve
months of t,his time had served to
discourage, in a measure, Sherburne's
belief hat he would finally w in the
young lady.
One day he told her that lie had
decide to go to Kurope.
When he
rose to go Ada expressed little regret at his coming journey', and bade
him good-bwithout even a friendly handclasp. In truth slie did not
believe that her lover was really
going abroad.
The days passed and he did not
appear at the FLrazier home. One day
at the dinner table her father remarked.
"Sherburne is really gonig to Europe, at last. He wishes to got rid of
his plantation, before he goes, and has
offered It to me at half iis value. He
will leave In two days."
Ada's heart boat tumultuously within her breast, but she gave no sign
of her feelings. She could not sleep
that night and when the next
without bringing him for a
last farewell, Ada feared that it was
almost more than she could bear.
The d.iy hetore his departure Sherburne was looking over some possessions that he wished to keep from the
contents of the house. He came upon
a pair of dueling pistols, and was ad
miring their exquisite finish, when
Harry liertrand, a young student at
home for vacation, and a nephew of
Mr. Fiazler, burst Into the room.
"Oh, Sherburne!"
he exclaimed,

New York. Aug. 21. Ilecause "King
ward VII" was marked on the outside as the sender of a peculiar little
box covered w it lv- green paper, edged

CWADEStojk

with dolicate pink, the package received In the office of Kuhn, I.oeb &
Co., addressed to Flanker Jacob II.
Schlff. was not opened there, and a
disastrous explosion was averted. The
box, when turned over to the police,
proved to be an infernal machine.
Another package, having earmarks
Indicating that the sender was the
same, was leieived through the malls
at the fiuKgcuh) Itn American Smelting ami Refining Co.. and also proved
to be a little infernal machine.

Y'l

N

j

Co.

Moving Pictures or lllustra-ted Songs Every Night

A

Friday and
urday Evenings.

Thursday,

'

DENTISTS.
DR. J. E, KRAFT.

Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Ooods Company,
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. Sfo6 Railroad avenue
Ottlce hours
:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.i 1:80 p. m. to t

p. m.

A

Sat-

CARDS

Telephone
oy mall.

OFFICE

II

I

'
:

.T.T

i'Kl'.

H.

COMPANY
Albuquerque, - New Mexico

AU

UNTIL

LAWYERS,

THE BEGGAR PRINCE

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
W.
Prompt attention given to all
pertaining to the profession.
S 111
practice In ai! courts of the territory and before the United states land
i

S

Tuesday
and Wednesday
Evenings.

S

Monday,

Sunday,

CAPITAc-AN-

Ira M. Bond.
32 F street. N.
ATTORN
Washington, D. i. Pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter pat
ents, trade marks, claims.

SPECIALTIES

WITH

ATTORN li

N. M.
bUKlness

H'

Sunday at

s

0

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

T-LAW.

Office
ATTORNEY
block, Albile jerque, N. M.

ATTORNEY GETS
ACRES OF GRANT
Tlie trustees of the Las Vegas
grant held a meeting at Las Vegas
on Monday, at which it was decided
to give to Judge Alphonso Hart, the
Washington attorney
who secured
the patent to the I.as Vegas grant,
lo.onn acres of grant land to' be located about ten mi c; east of Las Vegas.

LINCOLN

Warning to Mothers.
Too much cure rannot be used with
mall rhililren during the hot weather of
the summer months to frunrd Hgaln&t
bowel troubles. As a rule, tt Is only
to give the rhtld a dosp of castor od t'" correct any disorders of in
bowels. Do not use any substitute, but
ftlve the
castor oil, and
see that It Is fresh, an rancid oil nauseates and has a tendency to gripe. If
this does not cheek the bowpls, give
Chamberlains Code. Cholera and Dinr-rho- e
remedy, and then a dose of castor
oil, and the disease may be checked In
Its tnciplency Hnd nil danger avoided. The
castor oil and this remedy should b.
procured at once and kept ready for Instant use, as soon as the first Indication of any bowel trouble appears. This
Is the most successful treatment known.
ana may lie relied upon with Implicit
confidence, even In casus of cholera Infantum.
For sale by all dealers.
ncc-pssa-

ORDERS OF THE
SHEEP SANITARY BOARD

Pursuant to the orders of the territorial sheep sanitary board, the five
Inspectors appointed by that body for
the counties of L'ddy, Chaves, Koose-velLincoln and Otero have commenced work of dipping ad the sheep
and goats In those counties.

t,

-

Fiendish Suffering,
Is often caused by sores, ulcers and cancers, that eat away your skin. Wm.
of Flat Rock, Mich., says: "I have
used Bucklcn's Arnica Salve for Ulcers,
Sores and Cancers. Jt in the best healing dressing I ever found."
Soothes
c,
and heals cuts, burns and scalds;
at all druggitis- guaranteed.
He-de-

-

OATS

O. M. Hughes, who haa a ranch on
the Honito river. In Lincoln county,
has a field of oats that would be
a credit to any of the grain growing
states. Much of it will measure seven
feet, three inches In height, and some
of It is even taller than that.
The
heads are heavy and well formed.

A

OBEYING

COUNTY GROWS
GOOD CROPS OF

well

ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Arrnlln hullrilnir.

F. W. Spencer and V. O.

MEAT

APPARENTLY LIFELESS
INTO THE HOUSE.
"Those are Just what I want. Old
Mr. Lee is Just in sight, coming here,
and you know how he hates dueling.
Let us give him a scare. When Mr.
Lee' passes that magnolia I will fire
and you must fall as if shot. You are
pale enough to act the part without

house, and scapegrace Harry riding
away as If fleeiug for life, while cries
of "He's killed, "He's killed!" were
uttered by the group assembled on
the piazza.
"Idiots:" exclaimed the- - old man.
"Why don't some of you go for the
doctor? Is he dead?
"Not quite," was the reply. And
away went Mr. Lee as fast as his
horse could ca;ry him. On 'his way
for a physician he Btopped for a few
moments at Mr. Frazlers' thinking
Harry might have taken refuge there.
Leaning over the railing of an tipper balcony Ada heard the old gentleman giving her father an account of
the sad scene that had Just oecuned,
with its result.
Ada's heart, rent with anguish, now
became a prey to the wildest fears.
Could she In any way have been the
cause of that terrible) act, and was
ehe never to see that form again? She
could not endure the suspense. Her
mother was absent from home, and
there was no one else to whom she
could turn. She resolved to go herself
and learn what she wished to know.
In the meantime, Walter Sherburne,
tiled of the mepty gayety around
him, left his companions In a state of
hili gb'e at Harry Hertrand's successful trick, and turned his steps toward
the path that led to the Kraiers". He
was to leave the next morning, and
once more he wished to look upon the
rout' that sheltered the one w lio was
dearer to him than life.
Turning a sudden bend In the road,
Ada and Walter stood face to face.
There was a convulsive start and a
wihl idol; of won.! r in her dliated
eyes. Kxelaimlni!.
"Oh,
Walter, I
thought you were killed!" t!ie tottered
and would have falb n to the ground
if it had not been fur his support. He
held her for a moment and then seated her and himself upon the ground
and thus they remained for a long
time. Ada, weak and exhausted by
the storm or grief that had swept over
her, was now lulled by a feeling of
perfect rest and tranquility. Her lover
was hardly able to ualize that the
Loon he had so long striven for was
at last become his. For a lotih-- time
neither spoke, but before they parted
Walter had given up his determination to visit Europe.

SflARIfET

All

kinds of fresh and salt
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.

Kieimvon

lm

B. A.

Private Board.
Mesdames Phelan and Pyfer have
opened a private boarding house at
506 Tljeras
avenue, In one of the
Hawks new houses. Good table; rates
reasonable.

The' Only Way.
There Is no way to maintain the
health and strength of mind and body
exeppt by nourishment. There Is no
way to nourish except through the
stomach. The stomach must be kept
healthy, pure and sweet or the
strength will let down and disease
will set up. No appetite,
loss of
strength, nervousness, headache, constipation, bad breath, sour risings,
rifting, Indigestion, dyspepsia and all
stomach troubles that are curable are
quickly cured by the use of Kodol
Dyepepsla Cure. Kodol digests what
you eat and strengthens the whole
digestive apparatus.

$22

?

ig Excursion

,
rooms
Albuquerque, N.

,

Walllng-ford-

7:00

Arrive Santa Fe IhOOJA.
Ret. Leave Santa Fe 7:30 P. M., Arrive Albuquerque 10:30 P.
A. M.,

BUILDER.

&

A. L. Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND HUII.DER
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic 'phone 71!4; Bhop 111
North hecond street. Albuquerque, N. M.

DEPOSITORY

PHYSICIANS.

M.

MENTOR
Comfort

Underwear

COSTS US MORE THAN OTHERS BUT
WE DONT RAISE THE PRICE TO YOU

when boiled; for comfort soft, warm,
yarn; for health because it readily absorbs the body's
perspiration, and keeps you warm.
We would like you to try Mentor
Carments.
We will take them back if they are
not right.

Made in Union and
Two-PiecSuits for
the Whole Family

VETERINARY.

surgeon and dentist.
Veterinary
Horses, cattle and dn's treated by
the latest, up to date, anp'.oved, scientific methods. Otflce at Trimbles'
stables.
Old phone, 3; auto., 122.

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

5moke the White Lily Cigar

JOE RICHARDS,

FALL TERM.

S

GA R

S

113 1.2 W. RuHroad Ave.

PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

CAKE

A

MERCHANT

OFFICE

WKST RAILROAD A V EN UK

AND FACTORY

West Goppsr Avenue

ALIiUQUUE.N.M,

HEATING CO.
I.

H.'COX, Manager.

Iron Pipe, Iron

Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room
and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
fix-tur-

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.C.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXX1X XXXXX X X XXXXXXXXXXXXXX

p.. OLD

RELIABLE'

Grain

Flour,

J

1878

and

GROCER
Provisions.

Carries the Largest and Most Extensive Stock of
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Farm &jtd Freight Wagons
4LBLQIERQLL.

RAILROAD AVENUE.

H

M

M

xrXXXXTXTXXXrXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTYXXXXXXXXXZXXTXXI

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
W are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
class material and employ competent workmen which JustiOur price will
fies us In giving you a positive guarantee.
compare favorably with responsible competition.

TRY OUR
:.

A Specially Fine Line

AUTOMATIC 1MIONK 711

i

tifli iY

S

5

MARKET

8

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH PHONES

S

UNION

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
CO

HAY, GRAIN

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Manager.
South First Street Both Phones

A. C. WALKER,

i

CENTRAL

INSURANCE.

1

HOTEL

Secretary Mutual HuIUIIuij Association. Office at J. C. Ualdrldue'a Lumber yard.

St.

Q

LCiCXXXXXXXOCXXXXXXXXXJCCOOC

l GRAND

frop't.

i

SANTA FE, N. M.

W I;
iBrj

jj Mm. Owen Olntdalo,

j

PU TN E Y

WHOLESALE

ppocxxxxxxxxxxxwotxxxxxx:
Fresh Meats and Sausages

ESTABLISHED

L. B.

when the best Ih asked for. Mr. Cibe
Witmer, a prominent druBKlst or Joplln-Mi- .,
In n clreulnr to his customers, saya:
There la nothing on the market In the
way of patent medicine
which eiiuals
hamberlaln a Colic, Cholera anil Dlar-rho- e
Itemed y for bowel complaints. We
sell ami recommend thla preparation."
For sale by all dealer.

LOANS

602

Asst. Cashier.

PLUMBING AND

Nothing on the Market Equal to
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy.
This fact Is well known to drujrglBts
every hire, and nine out of Un win
Kive their customers this preparation

8c Co.

PRODUCE

a. Mcpherson, vice Pres.

ROY McDONALD,

Standard

The

y,

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE

CLARKVILLE

d.

BIDS WANTED

Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265.

Rankin

$100,000
$250,000

O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.

TAILOR

AVE

Contractoraiiil Builder

BANK

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

EVENING SESSION.
For particulars call or address
G. S. RAMSAY, Pres.
R. O. STOLL, Secretary.
Olecklor Ulock, Cor. Fouith street
and Gold avenue.

ETC.

A. W. HAYDEN

NATIONAL

ing.
DAY AND

Concessions and privileges on fair
grounds and on the streets In the city
of Albuquerque, during the twenty-fift- h
territorial fair, to be held at Albuquerque, N. M., September 18, 19,
20, 21, 22, and 23, 1905:
Peanuts and popcorn, bar, spar Jw-elrLIVERY, SALE. FEED AND
novelties, score cards and programs, candy, soft drinks, cushions,
STABLES.
TRANSFER
sandwiches and lunches, canes, novelHorses and Mules bought and exchang- ties,
buint leather
ed. Address V. L. Trimble & Co., goods, cane rack, whip rack, button
shooting
gallery,
emblems,
doll rack,
Vlbnquerque, New Mexico.
pool
selling, knife rack, sovenlr
BEST TURNOUTS IN
badges. Jewelry spin He, etc.
THE CITY.
Bids to be opened at 12 o'clock,
SECOND STREET.
BETWEEN RAILROAb noon, August 25, the association reserving the right to reject such bids
AND COPPER AVENUES.
as they desire.
Address, D. K. B.
Sellers, Secretary, Albuquerque, N. M.

RAILROAD

Paid-u-

OF MJUJUUKHOUK

Albuquerque Business College Opens
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Courses Hookkeeping and Penmanship, Shorthand, Typewriting,
English, Spanish and Mechanical Draw-

SPECIALTY

SADDLES,

FE RAILWAY

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

We desire patronage and we
0. BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSIguarantee first class baking
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL207 S. First Street,
ROAD AVENUE.
Albuquerque
I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage
of the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
I
PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES AND BRUSHES pressed and repaired. The specific
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladies'
garments also cleaned, and walking
Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
leaks.
Have had 15 years' experience in
.. One gallon Devoes' Paint covers. this city. Give me a trial.
. . 300 square feet two coats.
O. BAMBINI.
HARNESS.

500,000.00

M.

STATE

clair

voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by
appointment.

O

e

THE GLOBE STORE

AND

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.00

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE,
Cashier
W. W. WOODS,
Assistant Cashier
F.
H.
RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. S.

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward,

412
We sell Mentor Underwear because
we know it will please our customers
more than any other kind, and that
pays us best in the end.
The manufacturers of Mentor stand
back of our garments to you on every
cjurment, for fit no shrinking even

M.

N.

Authorized Capital,

BANK

Or. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic 1'hyslclan.
Knntn 1(.
Whltlnit Hlock.

5, CROMWELL BLOCK.
Autaniatic Telephone, 17L

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

merry-go-roun-

mjumm.wxwmmmmBmmmmammaammmaBammmaKmmm

ALBUQUERQUE,

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
Osteopathic phyBiclan and Burgeon.
President New Mexico Board of Osteopathy.
AU
successfully
diseases
treated.
Offllce
building.
Harnett
2
9
2
to
Hours,
to 4. Both tele
and
phones. Sundays by appointment.

ROOM

409 W.

M.

OF

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. 3. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W, J. Johnson,
Asst. Cashier;
WM. MCINTOSH
SOLOMON LIllsTA
r.tnor.c AOK,ni-C.
J.
BALDRIDGE
A. M. BLACKWELL
O. E. CROMWELL

lloth 'phones.

W.L.Trimble&Cc
Leave Albuquerque

COMMERCE

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Earnett building,

M.

CONTRACTOR

.

SLEYSTER

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

LEATHER,

Sunday. August 21

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $150,000.00

Thos. F. Keleher

Round Trip

BANK

EM1-mat-

Public Is Aroused.
The public Is arounsed to a knowledge
of the curative merits of that gnat nn
cal tonic, Klcotric Hitters, for sick stom
ach, liver and kidneys. Mary II. Walters of MCt St. Clair avenue. Columbus.
Ohio, writes: "For several months i was
given ui to die. I had fever and ague,
my nerves were wrecked; I coii.d not MASONIC CHIDING, N. THIRD ST
sleep, ami my stomirh was so weak
from useless doctors' drugs that I could
not ent. Soon after beginning to take
Electilc Ttluers I obtained relief, and In
a short time l was entirely cured." Guaranteed at all drug stores. Price 60c.

Round Trip
BORNE

0

STREET

THIRD

WEDDING

$2-2-

I

I

Hulte U, N. T.
AlbiiquerqiiR, N. M

ARCHITECTS.

15c

S

THE

John H. Stipple.

THE BEGGAR PRINCE

G A

Crom-

T-LAW,

JACOB H. SCHIFF AND THE INFKRNAI. MACHINE.
WASHINGTON
15,000

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

E. W. Dobson.

3 p. m.

Admission

$100,000

-

N. M.
ing.

Gardens open every afternoon. Admission, free, except during matinees. Refreshments served by uniformed waiters.
MatlDee

-

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
ATTORNEY
Office, Flrsc iatlnnl Bank build-

Ma-son'-

mm

SURPLUS

ottlce.

The Ross of Anvergne
Admission .. .. 15c and 25o
Reserved seats on sale at O.
202 West RailA.
road avenue.

7

TRUST

Appointments made

462.

CLOSED

GUST 28.

MONTEZUMA

V.,

d

fainting."
Walter Sherburne obeyed his order,
and when Mr. Lee, reached the gates
of Magnolia Lodge, he saw his favor- its borne apparently lifeless into the

n

THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1903.

PROFESSIONAL

CASINO

I'M

Fctth-tnrnts-

y

C1T1ZKN

The

Fofty-Seven- th

Year

BEGINS SEPT. 4, 1905
BRO. BOTULPH,
ii
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PRESIDENT

THURSDAY, APRIL 24,

EVENING C1TIZKM.

ATJIUQUKKOUE

1905.
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Only for One Week, beginning August 20th and
'
ending August 26th
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r

r

27

that time according to above payments you
W. H.

WEEK

will

have invested only $460.

What more do you want?
f!

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

D. K. B.

Sellers, Mgr.
mar

SIX SOLDIERS

BRIDGE,BEACH&CO

The Memory of Quality
Remains Long After

"SUPERIOR

Price is Forgotten
With the object of getting a satisfactory article you should not hesitate to pay a few dollars more, and
have the satisfaction of knowing that
you have the Best. A Range Is either
e
a pleasure or an
to the housewife. Guy a Superior Range and
housekeeping will always be pleasant.
We have them, from the cheapest to
the Best. "Get the Habit."
eye-sor-

Ws!Mf

I

pall l

J. D. EMMONS
(Successor to Futrelle Furniture
Corner Coal and Second.

TRAFFIC

The Midland Valley road Is being
luiilt by the same men who built the
Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf, recently
acquired by the Rock Island. Tne

road has been completed from Fort
Smith, Ark., to Tusla, and is now under construction to PawhiiBka, O. T.,
the capital of the Osage Nation, with
right of way purchased to Arkansas
City, and a survey into Wichita. The
line to Pawhuska will be completed by
not later than November 1st, possibly
sooner.
It is said that President Ripley lias
made the owners of the Midland Val- ..FT.-...
V.I..I.
"y "UK."
"a Vfinlc-.ti-im3
.
W'U Bet a
of 1000
"""J1"
?n the pr0"7tty"n d cons
ls
hc V?
"j""-- ,
f2
further stared
con- that if the
?"mmateii the road will not be built
further than Pawhuska
The two roads now work in ab- nouns terminal, irui"c 8,1,1 8tatlon arrangements
here,
and turn business to each other.

tW

IS

ADOPTED

'

1

. horo IDS an m nor.
and traffic alliance
pending between the Santa Fe and
the Rock Island which would give to
th former mad an entrance into st
tho b,i, uinn.i tmu to
T.,ia
It
almost certain to be a mistake.
was supposed that the Rock Island
tvii1,! s.imi I,p running Inui St. T.nnls
over the Chiraso & Alton's tracks
and having no further use for its own
line, would favor some kind of a traf- MEXICAN
CENTRAL NOTES
fic agreement whereby the Santa Fe
TAKEN BY A SYNDICATE
could get into St. Louis. In returti
for this concession the Santa Fe was
It has been officially announced
to give to the Rock Island the use
a syndicate of New York and
of its main tracks where desired be- that
tween Kansas City and California. foreign bankers, headed by Laden-burg- ,
Thalman & Co., and Haligarten
The circumstances which gave rise to &
Co., has bought from the Mexican
the rumor were that President E. P. Central
railroad company, limited,
Ripley, Vice President E. D. Kendrick
and other Santa Fe officials, in com $9,000,000 of the company's 5 per cent
thre year notes out of a total atlth
nanv with Vice President H. II.
and General Manager Dan E. Cain of orize Issue of $10,000,000. The sale
the Rock Island road, rode over the f these notes completes the financial
Rock Island's Kansas City-St- .
Louis arrangements for carrying out some
line last week, and were thought to be comprehensive plans by the railroad
investigating the system along the company for the extension of Its lines
from the present terminus at Tuxpan
way.
Concerning the rumored deal with to the port of Manzanillo, the acquisi-th- e
Santa Fe, General Manager Dan tion of the Mexican National Con-E- .
Cain of the Rock Island, says: "So strtictlon company and Coahuila and
far as I know, there has been no traf- - Pacific railroad, about 200 miles in
fic or trackage agreement with the length, the latter to be operated in
Santa Fe that would provide for that' the Joint interest of lwith companies,
road using the Rock Island's tracks'
When the notes are to be offered to
to St. Louis. That trip which Mr. the puMie. and at what prices could
Ripley and Mr. Kendrick made over not be. learned. At the office of the
tne Rock Island from St. Louis was bankers named it was said that there
nothing more than a pleasure trip over was no more information to be given
the system. .Mr. Ripley happened to out at present than the facts already
be in Si. Ixmis at the same time as stated.
Mr. Mudire, and as he was going westt
Mr. Mudge invited him to make the WABASH WILL HAVE
trip over the Rock Island. It was a
TRANSCONTINENTAL LINE
mere coincidence that all the officials
met at that time. Mr. Mudue invited! Announcement has been made that
Mr. Ripley some time ago to make a t,le flini of William Kennefick & Co.,
trip over the svstr:-)- , and as tney were of Pittsburg, with branches in other
alj in St. Ixuils and going the same cities, has been awarded a $15,oi)(),0i)0
way, I had the superintendent provide contract by the
abash railroad.
The contract calls for the building
a special car and we all came to Kan-!u0
miles of road between Salt
sis City together. There was no sig- - of
nificanee to the trip and no agree-- ! l ake City and San Francisco.
It will require three or four years
nient of any soit was discussed nor
were any plant; made to discuss any to complete the Job, when the Wa- property.
bash, with the closing of the gap be- "As far as any negotiations go con-- t ween Pittsburg and Ilellington, W.
cerning the use of the Rock Island's Va.. will have a continuous line from
tracks I know nothing about it and I. Baltimore to San Francisco,
don't think there Is anything In the
' Morris,
cAstory at all. There was no more sig-- !
assistant chief
of
the Atchison. Topeka &
to Mr. Ripley's going over Siiieer
Fe,
was
in the city this morning
our road than if he had gone over the Santa
Chicago 4i Alton or the Wabash. If between trains, en route to Chicago
there were any plans or agreements from a pleasure trip to the Grand Can-b- t
I
ing considered
probably would ',,n- M r- Morris was accompanied by
have heard of tiiiiu before now, and I.Mrs. Morris,
j
know of none."
James M. Price, a brakeman on the
Frank T. lx.lan. general superin-- !
tendent of the southwest district of,'1"' Grande division of the Santa re,
the Rock Island, savs that the new accompanied by bis brother, left last
of handling freight which is "llint ,ur '''"l'a, where he goes to
coinmoiilv known as the Red Ball vs-- "iU'e a iiitticuit operatum pertorined
tern, will be in operation by the l"th at t'.e company hospital.
of September. This is the system
C. W. Cook, dist;ict freight and paswhich is ued on the Frisco and it has senger agent tor
the Santa Fe, with
very
satisfactorily to the com- headquarters in Albuquerque,
woiked
returnpany. The Ilt iington change will be
ed this morning from a hurried trip
made about the 1st of September, and to Helen,
continued on north on
at that d:ite the reports are to be sent train No. and
2.
to that place.
Master Mechanic I. C. Hicks, of the
REASONS WHY SANTA FE
Santa Fe at this point, aivonip.i'iie
MAY BUY MIDLAND VALLEY.
iiy nts latully, It It l'it night for a
'
fhort sojourn at l.o.s Angeles, C'ali- Pr. si. lent Ripley of the Santa Fe foruia.
has ilecid, d, it is said, t hat the Mid
land Valley railway and its buliders
Trainmaster J. Kurn, of Las Vegas,
are encroaching on the trunk line's pa-sthrough thecitv last night on
territory in huilding northwest to , his wav to Los Angel'es, Cal., where
Wichita, Kan. For that reason the ,e was culled on otlicial business.
Santa Ke is attempting to liny the
.Midland Valley, and President Kipley
Thomas Brindly, in charge of ti e
completed a tour of inspec- electric luadilglits of the Santa Fe
bas ju
tion of the smaller road, ha an op- at this point, has been transferred to
tion on the property, and indications Winsluw.
I
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Pleasantly Effective.
Never In the way, no trouble to carry, easy to take, pleasant and never
failing in results are DeWitt's Little
Early Risers. These famous little pills
are a certain guarantee against headache, biliousness, torped liver and all
of the ills resulting from constipation.
They tonic and strengthen the liver.
Cure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.
Don't wait for an explosion cook
with, gas the humane way.

e,

I

A

There were present at the meeting
the following members:
John H. Sargent, of El Rito; Antonio I). Vargas, of Ojo Calb nte;
.Taramiilo. of El Rito. secretary
and treasurer; absent, Dr. J. H. Sloan,
Santa Fe, president; O. N. Marron,
Albuquerque, trustee. In the absence
of President Sloan. Trustee Sargent
was called to the chair.

Ven-eesla- o

o

1

most a pound to each pear.
Sick headache
results from a disordered condition of the stomach and Is
quickly cured by Chamberlain's Stomach
and Liver Tablets.
For sale by all
druggists.

NEW BANK

some quantity during the Cleveland
administration under the Wilson tariff
law. Mr. Clancy has also sold lambs
to the amount of $7.ono and a large
number of ewes for which he received
a very satisfactory price.

R. O. Lock, of J. V. Key's office, on
the Santa Fe cut off, passed through
the city this morning en route from
Helen to Willard with a paity of laborers, bound for work on the big cut
to be made over Abo Pass.

&

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

Is what we are doing with every one who tests
its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per case of 2 dozen
quarts, $2 per casa 2 dozen pints.

South western Brewery & Ice Company

GO.

Auto. Phone 292.

Real Estate Dealers. Moved to 208'2
West Gold Ave., ground floor.
Get our prices before you buy. We
have for a short time
few good
brick and frame houses and choice
vacant lots, on easy terms,
AT
PRICES.
Have vacant lots on the Highlands
from $100 to $300; $10 down, and $1
per week. This Is a good Investment
and will double In price In a short
time. We have renters for all classes
of buildings, but very few to rent. It
will pay you to list your property
us. All business entrusted with
j with
us will receive prompt attention.

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 29Q

...iil...ir-MW.im- Mi.

A. BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em balmier
COMMERCIAL, CLUB BUILDING.

WHITE OR BLACK
HEARSE, $5.00

City Undertake
(UJ

-

fstfefM
VISIBLE

TYPEWRITERS

v.

The best

O. F.

ril

AUTOMATIC

Time, Labor
and Money
The saving of time means comfort.
The saving of labor means ease. The
saving of money means economy. All
these savings can best be attained by
installing a
i

hi

i

PENINSULAR

k A NG

T

In dollars and cents they cost no r.ore.
In quality they are
superior. In durability they Ia6t lonoer. One third setter than
any other. You are most cordlaily invited to examine our new

line.

Prices in Plain Figures goi3 and Up
Old stoves taken at a
THE McBRAIN

FURNITURE

fair valuation.
CO, 205

Gold

Aye.

' Established

PHONE

In

F. G, PRATT

401 W. R.R. Ave.

New Mexico.

1 111

QUICKEL

S

j

199.

J

& CO.
,

,

215-21-

NORTH

&

BAR AND

CAFEf

ltttttltts
s

Proprietors,

BOTHE

CLUB

ROOMS

FINK 1JKSTAUKANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and'
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

WilimUban'liiUW

T UK
ST. ELM

...

THIRD STREET

FINEST
AND

AND

SAMPLE

CLUBRQOMS

We Fill
j

Prescriptions
RIGHT,

at consistent Prices

WHISKIES,

BRANDIES,

JOSEPH

Gradi,

In
Dealers
GROCERIES,
PROVISIONS, HAY
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Line
of Imported Wines, Liquors,
Fine
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.
213

IMltUUttt t

11

1882.

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicit? d
.Free Delivery

&

t

tttt ttlttttt I ZEIGER

STAPLE AND
FANCY GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

Toti

world.

General Agent for

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods,
. Jas.
Heekin & Co' s Coffees,

Granite Flour.

the

GEO. S. RAMSEY

MELIiJ & EAKIN

ULfjjra--

Til-i- s

machine
This
experiment,
no
but has been tested
and tried, and has
200,000 in use. If
you are interested
in typewriters call
on or address
In
Is

WHISKEY

j?.'..,u.

Colo. Phone 93

Bell 'Phone No. 115

BED-ROC-

Hall for Rent.
Navajo Tribe No. 3, Improved Order
of Red Men, have leased the building
i formerly known as Knights of Pythias
hall on Gold avenue, and will rent it
for lodge meetings and. other purposes.
Enquire of Wm. Glaes'ner.

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

Soothing and Cooling.
The salve that heals without a scar
GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
is De Wltt'8 Witch Hazel Salve. No
I have opened a general repair shop
remedy effects such speedy relief. It
inflammation, soothes, on South Third street, back of Waldraws out
cools and heals all cuts, burns and ton's drug store, and solicit the trade
L. H. SHOEMAKERA sure cure for piles and of the city.
Rodlly pain loses its terror If you've bruises.
DeWitt's is the only
a bottle of Dr. Thomas' Eclectric Oil skin diseases.
in the house. Instant relief In cases genuine Witch Hazel Salve. Beware
dangerous.
of burns, cuts, sprains, accidents of of counterfeits, they are
Sold by all druggists.
any sort.
THE
CELEBRATED
INJUNCTION GRANTED AGAINST
A blessing alike to young and old;
R. W. LACKEY, OF CLAYTON
Dr. Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry. Nature's specific for dysentery,
Monday, at Las Vegas, W. B. Stick-ne!
diarrhoea and summer complaint.
vice president of the Drumiu
Commission company ok Kansas City,
The Finest One Day Ride in America. instituted a suit in the name of his
The New York Central railroad, company against Royal W. Lackey, of
traversing the Empire state from Buf- Clayton, t'nlon county, praying that
falo to New York, takes the traveler a temporary Injunction by granted by
through a country of not only beau- the court, restraining the defendant
tiful scenery and historic associations, from selling or encumbering his catBOTTLED IN BOND.
but of surpassing interest from an in- tle, or interfering with Richard A.
dustrial and commercial standpoint. Morris, of Roosevelt county, appointFrom the trains of the New York ed receiver of the property, In the dis
Central may be seen many of the charge of his duties; also to recover
great factories, employing thousands judgment against Royal W. Lackey)
THE GEO. T. ST'3G CO.,
or men, mat go iar toward giving rsew In the stim of $1 5.r,:;.S2, and foreYo:k state Its industrial supremacy. close a chattel mortgage given to seCities of great importance in the cure the payment of two promissory
FRANKFORT, KY.
commercial world make the way, while notes.
The temporary injunction
highly cultivated
farms, with their prayed for was granted, the Drumm
substantial farm buildings, give evi- companv giving a required fiond of
dence of the wealth and prosperity of $10,000.
the section.
There is no more beautiful or inScrofula, salt rheum, ehyslpolas and
teresting one-daride on (his conti- other distressing eruptive diseases
nent than that between Buffalo and yield quickly ami permanently to the
SOLE AGENTS.
New York, via the New York Central, cleansing, purifying power of Burdock
and it Is always an instructive and en- Blood Bitters.
tertaining Journey, no matter how
Albuquerque, New Mexico
trequenly it may be made.
Citizen ads bring results.
y
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try ours, any kind Gjnpowder, English Breakfast or Japan, at 50c. If
you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
we guarantee all our goods.
Your
money back If you 'want It.
THE CASH BUYERS' UNIONS
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
Auto 'Phone, 592.
122 N. Second.
All goods delivered.

N. PEACH

L'Luf

Making

Will not do you any good unlesa you
have some money to put In It. Ths
REOF
OF
BOARD
TRUSTEES
way to get money aheaa Is to
FORM SCHOOL GIVE SANTA FE surest
buy all your Clothing, Shoes, Dry
MAN THE JOB.
Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, TinYesterday at a meeting of the ware, Crockery, and of course, your
at our store. We are the
noardof trustees of the territorial Groceries,
acknowledged low price store In the
reform school at El Rlto, held at the whole
city. A few prices will give you
capitoi at Santa Fe, the board
of our fine goods:
appointed George W. Armijo, of San- an inkling
If you pay $3.50 for a shoe, come
of the
ta Fe. as superintendent
look at ours at $2.50. If you pay
school. The appointment is to take andfor
a shoe, come and look at ours
effect as soon as the school buildings $4
$3. If you pay $5 for a shoe, come
are turned over to the board of trus- at
look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
tees, which is expected to be by Jan- and
$6 for a shoe, come and look at ours
uary 1. 190f.
at $4. All plainly marked; one price
Mr. Armijo was chief clerk of the to evsrybody.
If you pay 35c or 40c
thirty-sixtlegisladuring
house
the
for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
of
tive assembly. He was a member
risk. Your money back If you want
the Rough Riders and is ouite well It. If you pay 30c for coffee, try our!
known throughout the territory.
for 20c. If you pay 75c or $1 for tea,

Colic and Diarrhoea A Remedy That
Is Prompt and Pleasant.
The prompt results produced by ChamPEAR WHICH WEIGHED
berlain's Colic. Cholera and Dlarrhoe
NEARLY TWO POUNDS Kemody, together with Its pleasant
taate, nnve won ior it a piace in many
households. Mr. W. T. Taylor, a merOtero county fruit is this year chant
of Wlnslow, Ala., writes: "I have
breaking the record for size.
The used Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera ami
Kemedy myself and also with
Dlarrhoe
Alamo-gordtrees in the orchards of the
men on my place, for diarrhoea and
Improvement company, at
colic and It always gives relief promptly
are laden with ripening and pleasantly." For sale by all dealers.
fruits of all kinds. Peaches and pears
are attaining great size and are of SHEEP NETTED HANDSOME
good flavor.
RETURNS THIS YEAR
One pear was found in the orchard
J. G. Clancy, of Santa Fe, who has
that tipped the scales at one pound
and fourteen ounces, and measured a fine sheep ranch and range at Puer-fourteen and three quarters inches in to de Luna, Guadalupe county, has
The average weight received $20,000 for his clip of wool
circumference.
of a box picked at random wais al- this season as against $7,500 for the

1

;

ARMIJO

FOR SUPERINTENDENT

Os-ma- n

-

j

BAYARD

Six soldiers
deserted from the
United States sanitarium at Fort Bayard, N. M., Tuesday, and two of them,
C. Carlton and W. J. Barrett, were
raptured in El Fao Wednesday nlRht.
Caiiton was oaiiRht 1iy Officer Mer-sluand Officers Mershon and
effected the capture of Barrett.
The men were found in fTie Texas &
Pacific yards. With them was another
man, thought to have heen one of the
deserters, but he succeeded In making
his escape.
It is believed that the other four
'men are in El Paso, and their cap-ture is expected soon. A number of
desertions f'.oni the United States
army hav occurred in this part of the
country recently, and several of them
iiave headed for El Paso.

mate.

ALLIANCE

Island Has Made No
Agreement With
Santa Fe
SYSTEM

Co.)

GEORGE W.

DESERT
FROM FORT

are there will be an announcement
shortly of the sale being consum- -

NO TRACKAGE AND

Tho mmnr

PER

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY

4r

tant trackage

n

four

This offer is only good for this week.

BALL

n

?

1

Feet Each

x 142

Estimated Value in Three Years

RED

n nm

m

r?

DOW

Rock

nm

ft

MI

if!

Twelve Lots in Each Block, 50

In

v.4& esz'w

WINES
ETC.

B4RNETT,

Prop.

120 West Rallroai Avenue

B, RUPPB
Nex

to Bank

203 West

Ol COITinWCe

R. R. Ave.
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SNARES TOR THE MAN WITH

The Citizen Publishing Company

From A. Boi crrfan in Exchange

Of all the Invidious
Temptations insidious
Contrived by the devil to pull a man down,
There Is none more de.usive,
Seductive, abusive.
Than the snare for the man w ith his w ife out of town

POMP lllKiATI()N
In tlio river vu'le.v of the errltot y, dtirini; the last
t
few years, there has heeit a sttady and ttrowlns
of
evunple
laicM
Tlie
inuiipin;;.
hy
of irrigation
the extension of this lm limit coiv.es from Colfax county,
and the Sprlnm r Stockman thus talks about !i
ion of a piinipiui: plant heirs
"We had a demon
as his
erect "d hy W. M. Mills f"r his orchard ranch
!el,t mile ditch was destroyed hy the floods last year.
The pump was set on the bank of the Cimarron, the
and boi.er on v hoi Is. T!io wan r was very rolky.
caused by recent rains. The concern was in charge of
Robert Knibree. It is a llyroii .laekson whirlpool cciitri-filia- l
pump. The npinc and boiler was an upright of
about ten horse power .
"The pump was s t about twelve feet above the water in the stream, making the suction lift twelve fi't, tile
pipe running up six foot above, so that the whole raise
The machine carried tin'
of water was ichte.-pump rie.ht alons in nice motion, quite smoothly, and
quite a larue stream, which should irrigate quite a law
quantity of land in a day. A barrel was put under the
flow, which was tilled in three seconds; it was estimated
from that that the flow wat about S"ii gallons a minute.
Then the pipe was exti tided, and the water flowed out of
a Fix font extension, making the whole elevation of the
feet.
water fully twenty-fou- r
"The pump was considered a success after this triai
and the next day was taken to Mr. Mills' orchard ranch
In the Canadian river canyon, where it will be operated
permanently by putnpinu into a ditch two or three miles
long, which will irrigate the ranch.
do more to develop
"This plan of irritation
the resources of this arid country than any other ever introduced. Tlii.-- country has plenty of nnderf.ovv of water;
in fact any ranchman can develop water enough to
quite a body of land, if raised to cover the Rround.
The cost of this plant is less than $r.ti0. A less expensive plant could tie used for a small body of land. The
expense of operating it is very moderate, and any ranchman could operate this class of machine."
devil-opnin-

He feels such deliuht fulness
t
St
all
(I own it vvitn

e

That man Curtis in one of his letter to the Chicago
said: "There are several towns in the
southwest without pood hotels, notably Pueblo. Santa Ko,
El Paso and Phoenix." This writer knows not the truth
or error of the assertions as far as Pueblo and Phoenix
are concerned. Kl Paso has three good hotels the Sheldon, the Orndorff and the Angelus as sood as those of
any town of Its size; whi.e the eiger or that city is pronounced by commercial travelers the lust hotel on the
European plan to be found between Denver and I .oh
The Citizen refers to this statement mere y as
of making
an illustration tf that correspondent's
sweeping assertions without any foundation in fact, as he
diil in his onslaught upon New Mexico and in r native
Record-Herald-

,

LAIM)I MAPKIi

pain. I
rakishness,

hnt-vill- -

His wife may be beautiful,
Tender ami dutiful
'Tis not that her absi nee will cause hint delight
Hut the cursed opportunity,
Iialeful Immunity,
Scatters his scruples as day scatters nif;ht.

have on the road two full cars of Pianos, the largest
Y$E
Vv
shipment ever brought into New Mexico. We have
not tne space to store tnem an, so tor the next ten days we
will make prices that will move them. Below we give you
a few of the many bargains we have:

LESSON IN THE AMI KITTENISH
STATEHOOD

CATECHISM

is difficult to see, says the Chicago Chronicle, why
by the statement
of Mr. Bodine at the convention of factory inspectors in
Detroit that the industrial competition of women and
children is driving men out of many Hues of activity in
the cities. There is nothing sensational in the statement.
It is a mere announcement of an economic fact.

It

a sensation should have been created

One spfcial leader In Solid Old English Oak,

Slightly shop worn and rented

Oxford Golden
What is the Register's argument against jointure unmade tight and a good tone. Sale price
Oak. Regular price
sale price
der tio- healing "The Coming Burden?" The burden
of tie- argument Is that Arizona would be compelled to
'
help support extravagant politicians who now do business in New Mexico.
Wou.dn't Arizona have to do so? Probably so.
What fs the sum total. of the expenses, which the
Register quoted from the Pueblo Chieftain, which New
One Chkkering Bros. Piano (fcest make in the
One Mahogany Cecilian, slightly shop worn,
Mexico pays for building and supporting insane asylum,
university, normal schools, agricultural college, school of
World case slightly damaged in shipping Santo
used
in our store about seven weeks. Regular
mines, military institute, miners' hospital, b ind asylum,
Domingo, Mahogany. Regular price $550, sale
price $250, sale price
reform schooii. deaf and dumb asylum and poiiiu Hilary?
In round numbers, $;133,0M(v,
price
Under the present laws of Arizona, Including tho-- c
of Uto, what does Arizona pay this year for the
and building of insane asylum, university, normal sebnols,
agricultural coliege, industrial school and pctiitenunry?
of
In round numbers $354,000. Arizona has no t.c,o
mines, no military institute, no miners' hospital, no blind
asylum, no deaf and dumb asylum supported by the terAll
go
ritory.
ALL GOODS DELIVERED
Your
Would New Mexico help to pay this in case of joint
In
Music---Tlire- e
Sale
FREE AS USUAL
statehood? Perhaps so.
a
What other expenditures does the exchange teil the
Register have been Indulged by New Mexico? Appropriations, for flood sufferers, for hospitals, for children's
FT, on F
m
BOA
B
r M m. m
home, orphan home, relief society, woman's board of
2
sZiZWa
trade, amounting to $133,0oo.
What are Arizona's expenditures, outside of those
above mentioned, tinder present laws, for Ciia river
bridge, rebuilding school house in south Clifton, O'Neil
)
monument, territorial fair, territorial library, ranger fund,
pioneer association and nnuiy minor appropriations? In
A
1SOO
A
round numbers, $110,000.
Is there such terrible difference between the expenIliBSKiBaLOSBHEOTSZ
WaJUBl!BgaHa3
rmmm
MmW.WWWa yMKuyjM J,...
ditures of the two territories? No; the difference is not
rn
rr
nrirnmnnin
nuiamw
so terrible as the sum total of expenditures of either ter
ihwjliijujil i
ritory is.
Arizona ordered
Wherein lies a big difference?
bonds issued for a great part of her appropriations; we
take it from the Register that New Mexico made cash
appropriations.
John W. Abbott, Prop.
What Is another difference? New Mexico had a fed
AmiMNtMtmilll,HMlltri,iHWIAlVi
$
eral appropriation of over 100,000, to fall back on.
Only the Best
Did Arizona spnd any money on -- her "completed'
f--rcapltol last year? Yes; over $11,000. Ami the last legis
CD
Meats, Butter and Eggs
la tn re made an appropriation of $1,000 for more capitol
O -- s
Improvements.
0)
I 109 North Second St.
Did Phoenix ask for an appropriation last legisla
mammmmmmmmmmmBmmmmmmmmmteML .
ture? Yes; $30,000 for building a levee along Cave creek
so that the floods would not tear down the capltol build
ing and roll it over on the "district" and disturb the
CD
equanimity of the Inhabitants thereof. But the legislaIN
DHALER
if
in
mnt
wwip
mi'
m&mtiw
(J)
ture didn't grant it.
What are your conclusions? This matter of Joint
O CD
statehood in the hands of the antis always resolves itself
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, n
Into the question of "whose ox Is gored;" and by a little
All Kind of Freth Meat.
No. 800 North Broadway.
searching of the antis' arguments one may easily find tin Offer to supply you with anything in
whereabouts of the "bull."
our line, at prices that are fair and
Washington Arenue.
Corner
As "Billy" Shakepeare says:
"Tis true, 'tis plyt; square, and we are now making
Albuquerque,
New Merles
pity 'tis, 'tis true."

$350,
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-

$217

245

327

1SQ

Selection cf all Sheet
for 50c
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PIANO NOW

BUY

BUY

PIANO NOW
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When cheap labor enters into competition with
labor the result is as inevitable as the law of gravitation. The higher priced labor either is brought down
to the level of the cheaper labor or is driven out of competition altogether.
In the United States, as Mr. Bodine points out, the
high priced male manual labor la rapidly being restricted
to occupations which require bodily strength. Other industrial occupations are gradually being monopolized by
women and children, whose iabor is cheaper. In other
words, the men are getting only that work which women
and children can not perform. The rule is not, of course,
without exception, but it is sufficiently general to be recognized by anyone who pays even casual attention to the
labor situation.
Thus it is evident that the objections to child labor
and to women labor are not merely sentimental but distinctly practical. Putting the children of a family to
work means that the children are placed in competition
with the head of the family, whose earning ability is thus
cheapened to that extent. Instead of adding to the earning capacity of the family they diminish it. The labor
market is "beared" by every child and every woman that
Is put to work.
3
In the end, too, the result is unfavorable to those
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
who employ the labor of women and of children. Iaiw
wages involve decreased purchasing power. Decreased
purchasing power unfavorably affects all lines of comPRESS OF SOUTHWEST
merce and trade. In the last anaylsia the manufacturer
who cheapens the cost of production by the employment
of cheap labor likewise decreases the power of the comEagle Mining Company Has a Good Property.
munity to buy his goods.
Major J. M. Rice, of the Eagle Mining and ImproveA charge has been made by a paper of this city that ment company, of New Mexico, was In El Paso recently
Tage B. Otero, territorial fish and game warden, had on business connected with the company. At the mines,
received a carload of fish for restocking the streams of which are equidistant from Carrlzozo and Capltan, a new
Kew Mexico, and that he had not used them in the right mill is being put In, which will Increase tho capacity of
way. Several private streams were stocked and public the plant to 150 tons.
Major Rice declares that the Eagle is the best low
streams were not benefitted. It affords The Citizen
much pleasure to state that Mr. Otero says no fish have grade ore property in America. The country In which It
been received by hiiu since October, l!i04, but the depart- Is situated Is the subject of much praise from the major.
ment has recently notified him that a carload will reach He declares that forests, water, mountains and valleys
the territory some time in September. As soon as these are all perfect. The postoffice for the mines Is at
El Paso Herald.
fish arrive Mr. Otero will use them as required by law
for stocking' the various public streams of New Mexico.
Mapping Eddy County.
The detachment of soldiers which have been in this
country from Port P.llss, for the past three weeks, preCOUNTY TUUI I
paring a military map of the country, have about comThe Alamogordo News says that the vicinity of that
growing young city can produce fine fruit as well as hay, pleted their work In this section and will leave In a few
days
can be easily proven. A trip to A. J. Messer' ranch just work for the tort. There have been two detachments at
here. One under the direction of Lieutenant l'leet
out of town will Show any man as fine peaches, prunes,
and the other under the direction of Lieutenant Jackson.
and the like, as can be grown in any .section.
The former has had the country Included within a radius
Mr. Messer has three acres. I'art of this land is cul- of
fitty
south of Carlsbad and the latter a scope of
tivated as a garden and we are Informed that a piece of Minilar miles
dinu nsions, north of Carlsbad. Carlsbad Argus.
laud sixteen feet wide by li'.'O long in lettuce iiette.l over
$1GU.
Alamogordo Fruit.
These three acres are enough to keep three men
I'll' aloiit the
Alamogordo peaches arrived
busy all times of year. Besides lettuce, turnips, tnu tard in the marl e; at Klfirst time
Paso in sutlieient quantity this week
and cabbage are grown with good profit. A blackberry to attract untie." and they are pronounced to be
of fine
patch has just beeu started and by another season will be flavor. It Is sure that In future years
thej
will
be
a facproducing berries. At present there is v.ork enough on tor in the marku there,
"as well as many other varieties
this three acre ranch to keep a dozen people i mp oye I. of fruit, and It is safe to say that the
favor of the Alataking care of fruit.
mogordo fruit will be one id the most dlstliiL'iiishlng charMr. Messer wiys from one tree he gat In red over acteristics. 'I'lu iron in the soil here,
coiip.e, with the
l.Sbu pound.--, of peaches and sold thein at thru- ctiits per sun 'i ne gives an unsurpassed
llavor and co'or ati, there
pound.
I'p to a few days ago he sdd his fruit lor live
lie little Iilivii ty as to
Advocate.
cent.-- , per pound, but at the present price of three ct n:
he is aide to maiie big profits.
While Mr. Messer has an Ideal small fruit farm, yet Contradicts Curtis. hotiie.-i.-- .i
u and
The mini! er of
sen land entries
there aie oUitr.- - h re who are coming to the front and in
in the four bind
t
territory during
mile
the
cf
y
a few
,,
ai s fruit Mopping lnun this point will ,(. a l.i
tin- - fiscal year t inlini; June .'Pi, I'm.-indicates a very n.t-is- l'
iiidust ry.
ictory increase in the popiilatio: .f V Mexico. Juiln-i- t
it is a p:ty the News did riot state
the benefit ot
;r lit' tho-- e
entries and calculating
of them
those at a ili.s'anee whither this product ion
it
i
j
under
beiii
ly mini;.: ant s and luvvcomei s, tho
to
have
made
farming or irrigation; and if the latter, whether the
number of people in the Sunshine Territory that year
water is oltaitnd through aeeijuhis or by pumping.
ban inc-- ased by at least l.'.noii. At that rate New Mexico will make a very creditable showing in the HMO ren- A short time ago the premier of New Zealand
X( w Mexican
u
that the pi r capita wialth of that country was he
tli.
world. He placed it at $l,r,u per inhabgreaUst in
Raton's Activity Great
itant. In t lie hdine coi.n.-- lion he stated that lie
r tnarhablo
Our nelhulir, Katon, is of lae
this showing an ausiur to those per.-on-s
who criticize activity. New railroads are build:r., new coal fields
i
government.
socialism
the
cf
the
No doubt, hays the
lopiuK near by, and a respectable biiildint; boom has be.
IJenvcr Republican, socialists in general will fall into
mm
Situatixl though she is tit the summit of a hl.h
this Kentinit i.t and proclaim the large per en pi' a pas, hard to rtach, she is nevertheless looking forward
wealth of New Zealand to be a vindication of suclalie.ui witti coniiiicnct? to the day when she will be the
and its theories.
city of New Mexico Trinidad Advertiser.
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Special Prices
On the Following

$9
Stoves. .. .$6.75
$6
25c
40c China Salad Bowls
Decorated Haviland China, at 20

Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harnes

25c
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

MOVING

"T3

Ill

HAULING

SANTA

AND

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

Albuquerque Transfer Co.
MONUMENTS.

Auto phone 362 Colo, Blk 155
Geo. M. Baccus, Prop.

w.

Both

e-- "

7 r,r
't.
L

'Phone.

North Second Street.
AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER ARE
THE WORST MONTHS FOR CHICK-ECHOLERA.
INTERNATIONAL
POULTRY FOOD WILL CURE THAT
IVES, THE FLORIST.
PACKAGE CON
DISEASE.
Fresh Cut Flowers.
TAINS 100 FEEDS FOR 12 FOWLS.
PRICE REFUNDED IF IT FAILS. E.
COMING.
KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT
W.I FEE. 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

.' I

201-21-

.iGliiii & Eakin
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DEALERS

3
CTQ

C
CD

vans xx? I
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OH

H4 West Copper Ave.

EMPRESS.- -

V

M. BERGER

u MT

i:v.'i.si

LIQUOR ANO CIGAF

WHOLESALE

o

Who

SUPERINT INDENTS
FAIRVIEW

0)

THE HAPPV HOUSEWIFE
takes pride In her bread an
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use ot
Empress mills flour. She know her
bvead will he the whitest, sweetert.
most nutritious and healthful, and
her cakes, pies and pastry dalntj,
delicate and light.

rTRONO BLOCK

don't do your

both lose money. We
haul anything quickest and
best service In city. Excavating a speciality.

we

CD

A. SIMPIER

o. w.
UNDERTAKERS

If we

2

CT

9S

Boarding Horses a Specialty

ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

FOURTH

"

STABLE

j

(ft

3

cd

CD

Highland Liyery
!

a

3

O E. 3 (ft

O. DINSDALE

per cent discount.

$1

()

THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night.
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Colo. Phone, 75
Automatic. 147.
FOR

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Elue Flame Oil
$8 China Tea Sets

75c Glass Berry Sett
35c Glass Water Pitcher
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps

a

"AMBULANCE"

-

Large new stock just in.
Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

Kxclusive Airenta for Yellowsiocn
and O. V. C. Whiskies, Moet ti Charnioii White Seal C'huinpane, St. Louis A
B.C. Ho'iiemlan and Jos. Selilitz Milwaukee Honied leers, and owners aiu
distributor of the A lvuratlo Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated catalogue anr
price list.
Automatic Telephone luy. Salesroom III South First Street
Mbuquennie New Mexico.
1
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ro
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City Rflarket

Furniture
Bargains.

We are now open for business, with
new and secondhand line of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
a

the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad-

e

VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER.

J. KORCER &

CO

MMHMMM
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Rule Dry Goods

IM Golden

THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES

Store Closet 12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

Store Close

Co.

12:30 to 2:30 during
August.

Wsh

ial Mi TM

Twenty-fift-

Stop and Think
85$

and Odds and Ends of Our Great Tempta- tion Sale

S

0

0
"I
0
0

SALE AT

ON

HALF PRICE

ONE
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ELECTRIC

&

CONSTRUCTION

CO.

Plants
Of Every Description
Agents for the
Dynamos

Crocker-Whcal-

Wir-ir."-- n

Agents for the Celebrated
"GYROFANS"

te l''Hri' Contest,
21G S. SECOND ST.
We t'ive Tickets for

NATIONAL

'

"

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

DIECKMANN

VIOLIXIST
APPEAR

IN CONCERT

AT

SEPTEMBER 8th

Look Out for the Eclipse
Wednesday, August 30, 1905

h

i

But nothing can eclipse the proposition the gas company Is making
on gas ranges. Think of it. From the main to your kitchen, the
range is set up and ready for use. You buy the range, we do the
rest.

Fourth and Gold Avenue

Poor Woman

Two thirds of
her time is
spent in the

kitchen, and she ia entitled to as much
comfort and relief as can be secured through
modern time
Gas

See the

IS

CONCERN

IMMENSE

AN

COUNTRY PROSPEROUS

GENERALLY

Albuquerque lias been chosen as tTie
II. S. Knight, advert Islnu' agent for
headquarters for one of the largest the Te ntorial Fair, arrived from the
The south this morning, und is stopping
drug concerns iu the country.
Romero Drug Company of I.as .Vegafl, in the city just long enough to get
oMvhich Denigno Romero is president some fresh laundry, before leaving for
the north, where he will spread the
and manager, Is the name of the
and the medicines manufactured pood news of the fast approaching big
by it are sold in every state of the i.pow.
In his pilgrimage south, Mr. Knight
Union, and foreign countries, as well.
The Romero Drug Company was in- penetiated
as far as El Paso,
corporated in 1890, and commenced and everywhere he was received with
Miguel
Vegas,
the
business at Las
San
warmest welcome. Each of the El
county. It started on a small scale, Paso papers gave the fair a half colIts chief product being the manafao umn,
At Las Cmc," Demlng and
ture of the now famous La Sanadora Silver City Mr. Kui,ht tmys the peo(The Healer), a preparation made of ple couli net do too much for him,
the best curative Ingredients that and eacn rHce was given a llboral
have been found by careful research decoration of banners and posters tellin the great pharmeceutlcal line. It ing of the fair. Tl.e main street of
is a medicine that is recommended to Silver C'ty. with ell Ub trees and
cure almost any disease, and there Is poles, resembled a circus ground when
hardly a drug store In the country be had linishcci with It.
Down ft Met ilia Park, where, they
that does not keep the medicine In
its stock.
raise .'ruit and pumpkins of marvelous
The concern will have its factory in flavor and size, Mr. Knignt was rethis city, and will employ in the neigh- ceived wiih wide open arms.
The
borhood of twenty-fivor thirty peo- faculty of the New Mexico College of
ple. It will have all its printing done Agricultural ana Mechanical Arts, enhue, and will manufactuie its own tertained him anj the residents of
boxes, crates for shipping, etc., at the the fertile Mesilla Valley showed him
factory. This will result in the ex- every courtesy. A car load of exhibpenditure yearly of many thousands its will ome to the Territorial Fair
of dollars in Albuquerque, which will fiom the Mesilla Valley, among them
result in a dirert benctit to every mer- specimens of ore and machinery from
the Agricultural College that were exchant In this city.
The factory r.nd offices of the com- hibited at the World's Fair at St.
pany will be in charge of M. A. Ro- Louis. Socorro, San .Marcial and alt
mero, the secretary and treasurer. the intermediate points were visited
The offices now at Las Vegas and pud each was given a liberal dose of
El Paso will be discontinued and the the fair dope.
"One thing Impressed me especially,
whole business of the big concern will
he consolidated
with headquarters on the trip," said Mr. Knight, "and
here.
that was the prosperous appearance
I have made the
The company Is not a new concern. of the country.
Just starting out, but is an Old and es southern part of the territory now
tablished business,- and those at the four years in Fiiccestlon, and never
head of its affairs should assure Its before have I seen It look as well
success, as they belong to the Ro- as it does now. Everybody has plenty
mero family, one of the oldest and of money and pearly everyone I met
most respected Spanish families In .'aid that he was coming to the fair."
e

ELK'S OPERA HOUSE

SEE THE GAS MAN

COMING TO FAIR

con-cei-

See them in Eiirojiean
Hotel Ilestuurant

saving appliances.

THEY ARE ALL

,

Specialty. All Work
Fully Guaranteed.

MEMBER

000 GHH,

Manufacturers of La Sanadora Southern Towns Give Terri.
Will Make Albuquerque
torial Fair Advertising
Agent Royal Welcome.
Their Headquarters
IT

and Motors

store and liehidenee

0
0
0

I

Pumping

ot

BIG DRUG COMPANY

TO LOCATE HERE

Electrical

WILL

0

OUR REfiilMAPJT COUNTER

SEE

BRUNO

0

Man

Fourth and Gold

Ave.

New Mexico.

Floor Coverings

h

your tea.

The Prettiest of All Pastoral
Arthur Sidman's

Your grocer',; moneyback.
"Mother was lucky"
gas range.

--

papa bought

a

WHO ARE THE KNIGHTS?
AND
FRUITS
VEGETABLES,
FRFSH EVERY DAY. AT MALOY'S.
JEMEZ HOT

SPRINGS

STAGE LINE

Carries the United States mail; only
line w ith a change of tock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alhlquerque evt ry Tuesday and Saturday at 5 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., as?enu,
Albuquerque, or J. H. BLOCK, proprietor, perea, New Mexico.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
FOR SALE

Four
pony; drive sin
saddle anil bri i:

ytar

old

or double

Apply

;
a so
12o Sotit ii

1

Ariio stn et.
FOR SALE Show cases, tables mit
uMe fur countt-nicounter scab s,
and one large coffee mill; ail in
good condition.
The (ilobe Store,

2!; West Railroad avenue.

WANTED
Position
man. stcnoi:ra;dirr;

hy

tlir

railroad

A

Citizt n o:Loi
WAN"! ED Man

dollars to
in ss.

the bible: vjagon
Sold by THE ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE CO., Albuquerque, N. M.

i

State!
Folks

Bell Co.

The Colorado Telephone Company.

de-sii-
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-
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Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

Closing quotations Received by Levy
ii.os., Correspondents for Ixigan
& Bryan. Barnett Building.

j
j

We

New York, Aug. 24. Except for
Reading, the general riarket is closing lower than yesterday. Until tho
last hour the tone was decidedly firm,
ol'iirp demand for ReadLet a suibK-ing advanced prices easily, and 'ccu-loiiee
renewed fren selling of the
ut t tie ma' V.et.
T 'i.i let up in Reading demand ar.d
:ic resultant dociii-- in the btIoj lm-- '
pi ; ed the totio o' the balance of the
m.'iket. The cloVng Is liregulv. wi.hJ
trade mystified as to the real status
of Reading.
Yv'e rather feel it advisable to use
cfittion at this mom Oil t preferring co
buy them on goo breaks.

bin. s, W. T.,
:

tins ollice.

"D'ip, drip, drip, oil evt ry where"
cook with safe gas.
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
SEPTEMBER 23.
beft--

1

Anial Copper

87

.

American Sugar
Atchison Com
Atchison pfd

Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.

94)

.

.105

B. & O
B. R. T.
L. F. & I.

.

114Vi
974

Sou. Com
Sou. FlrBt
Sou. Second
W. Com

n

.
. 22
. 57

see how

linen, white as snow and free from all
specks or wrinkles.

O

Imperial Laundry Co.
'RED WAGONS"
mmnmfHvtf'nttmtm

BALDRIDGE
J. C
CHICAGO LUMBER
IE
rmar

AND

mrammr

r

.

-

and coal

AlBUILDING RARER
ways In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,

Ola, Sash,

Avm.

Doors, etc.

ALBUQUCRQU.

N.

. 81Vii

.151
.108

OUR

.130',;
.

21

.

8ts

LOOK

.122

American Block coal, the best Qallny
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of hard eoaJ

.1471,
.

34

.

ROVfc

2Pg

WOOD

8X

Factory wood. J3.00 full load; Qres
Mill wood, $1'.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone. 416.
Colo. Phone, 46,

67ii

.

.183
:iti

.

!i0
. 30
V.il'A
3

.

.lii5
.

22
44
29

.

5H

.

w

Total sales

.

.

.

91

.

r,i;

COAL YARD

Is chock full of coal thai will glad deal
your heart and warm your boos
when Us cold. Fill your bins foc
next winter now and avoid the rush.

N. Y. C

u

I

51'

.

li
A

i
"

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
LOCATION.
Splendid Ristjurant
Reasonable F'rires
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

CENTRAL

';

.1, 20,000

M--

n- -.

--

Subscribe fur Tho Citizen uud get
the lit

HOLLENBECK
BILICKt

C.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

on the
New Mexicans and Arlxonl ans spending the summer
beached are welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
wrltlnj materials free. Ladies. and children welcome.
Ail Depot ears stop at the H ollenbeck.
Electric
excursion
and
. i."),t-- 1
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

d

SBBOESK93M

Try It and

Notice how long it keeps its finish.

SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
PAINT Cover mora,
look best, wear longest, most economical,
full measure.

. 46
. 28
. C3

e

l.

work?

We turn out

NATI

.145

"York State Folks," which coin, s to
e K'il.s opera boii-- e ik t Thursday,
filing is
kablf for be a'n-ii-PRICES: 50c, 75c and Sl.00 t n which retnai
has been g:en to detail
in tlisoilings aii-- accessories,
Seats on Sale at Matson't Book Store it:
play a peculiar reali.-'i-c
Thursday, Aug. 29, at 9 a. m.
tin
Liectricai de ice.-- , are
to secure fire fly and other effects In
f famous "Maple Lam "
and
REDUCED PRICES
an MlmnM uncannily real storm of
on Dental Work. Plates, $8.00;
tli intler. lightning and rain,
a feaM Gold Crowns.
fS.Oo:
Fillinas.
'u r. ot i .ie lirst act.
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted without pain, 50c. All guaranteed
First Class Boarding Stable.
11. i mg recently purchased the Ford
it is my Intention in
llio. h t,
continue to ran a first class !iwr and
l.'.ai'l.ng
Boarding hoi t s will
ij;,. most careful uttetit.oii and
i
V
tie- In t nt help will be emplovi d.
W. J. PATTERSON.
Sin ci sor to Ford Pros.
B. F. COPP, 0. D. s.
,i. T. Armlo BIdg.

it is.

durable

d

Direction of W. C. Cunningham

Boom

our laundry

give on

bal-pi.e-

Metropolitan
Mex. Cent.

i

Desk Sets; Long time contracts as n
w
you wish; Lowest rates.

WOOL

Norfolk
Reading Com
"York State Folks" Penna
is a better play R. 1. Com
than "Way Down H. I. pfd
East." "David H. Rep. I. & S. Coin
Crews," "The Old Hej). I. & S. pfd
Homestead," "The S. P
Daisy Farm." and St. Paul
the other pastoral Sunt hern Rv'.
pla s.
St. Louis T. C. k I.
Tex. Pac
Star.
I. P. Com
S. S.
I'.
The best rural p'ay I'. S. ri. Com
pfd
l.e.
n Waii.i
that has ever
h Com
pur oil the stage.
vYiiha.-- h
pld
Phi a. Record.
Wm. C nt. Com
Wis. Cent, pld
v
ail.

Pretty Good

.;

v'h

;

V

-

competent
yea s of

with a few tllOUSalld
in legitimate b'lsi-(1.- ,

iimtJ.

Addre.--s

York

Carpets and Rugs

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dra?n Laying

L & N
Mo. Pac

Plays

ml

Albert Faber.

Erie Com
Erie First

Aug.3

one visit under such circumstances
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make aura
to have

association has secured fiee transportation for fruit shipped for exhibition
at the fair.
t
Rules which govern the fruit department and the cash prizes offered
are as follows:
ISth,
All entries close September
'PM5, at 0 p. m., and all exhibits must
that you can find no fault with
e in place by that hour.
prices you cannot criticise.
exare
made,
the
After the entries
of
control
the
will
be under
hibits
the superintendent of the department.
All e.vJilbits must remain iu their
place until 0 p. m., Friday, September
305 Railroad Avontfe
l'2d,
after which time exhibitor
han privilege of selling same, to best
advantage.
These premiums are for New Mexico fruits exclusively, and must bo
exhibited In the name of the grower.
Awards will be made September
2oth, l:iu.".
The superintendent will
apiKiint three competent Judges, who
are not interested in any particular
S... V.iTi
exhibit, and their decisions on awards
-are final.
-Crop this year.. Uncle Sam will be
In awarding premiums on display
kept busy mowing down graft and
exhibits, the total quantity must be at
least 25o pounds, and the following
scandals. Why not help ua to get
scale of points will be used, taking 100
busy? Let us quote you low prices on
as the basis: Quality &0, number of
a good enduring plumbing Job.
varieties 30, arrangement 10, correct
names of varieties lo. in making the
awaids the judges will take into conJ.-Lsideration the effect, of shipment according to distance.
122 WEST SILVER AVENUM
The A., T. & S. F. Hy. Co. will
Automatic Telephone, No. 647.
carry fruits and vegetables free by
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
t selghl;
that Is. they will charge full
larift to Albuquerque, and after the
fair a certificate presented to the tXXXXXXXXYXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXl
ngent of the A. T. & S. F. Ry. Co. at
'
Albuquerque, signed by the secretary 4
of tlie Faii- asiociat ion, will entitle
the exhibitor to a full refund of the I
charges paid.
Rest exhibit of fruit from any one
grower, (total weight to be at least
l!iiO pounds):
Room 18, N. T. Armijo Building.
100 00
First Prize
50 00
Second I'rlze
Third Prize
25 00
Do you realize that you can get
Plate of best apples
lo 00
Plate of best peaches
10 00
MODERN Telephone Service today for
Plate of best pears
10 00
Plate of best plums
10 00
what you are paying for inferior
Plate of best quinces
10 00
Plate of best grapes
10 00
service.
Jj
One exhibitor can make as many
entries of each variety as he may
The only Long Distance Trans- - Sf
A number will be given to repmitters and Receivers; Wall or, ft
resent each entry.

Colo.
Colo.
Colo.
C. G.
C. &

ELKS' THEATRE
In tea, Schilling's Best is by
no means the costliest tea; it's
a matter of taste. Of the fine One Night Only
1
kinds, the one you like best is Thursday

moment. What would be the use
of Inviting you to our store if wa did

for

not have the right

be-

SOUTHWESTERN

V

0
GET $235 IN CASH
0
0
0 'Free Transportation for the
0
0 Exhibits for Territorial
0
Fair.
0
0
0 LIBERALITY OF THE ASSOCIATION
0
Never before has the Territorial
Fair Association offered as juicy
0 cash
for fruit exhibits as are
0 being pri.es
ofiered by the
0 Tentorial
Fair Association, although
disposed papers
some
of
the
0 of the territoryironical
have the audacity to
0 oiler
ridicule of the worthy effort
made to encourage fruit growers,
0 ing
lit sides these liberal prizes the fair

i

We Hereby Agree
To furnish you a better tooth powder than you ever used. Buy a 25
cent bcttie of our ANTISEPTIC TOOTH POWDER and if you don't
find it the best dentifrice you ever used, if it doesn't please you perfectly, let us know and get your money back. No argument, no misunderstanding, no unpleasartness; your money back anj no questions
asked if you are not suited.

Hm

BRIGGS

PROPS. ALVARADO
j

BOTH PHOMem

& GOa9

PHARMACY

fsl

BTRCmT

tnd

GOLD AVK.

KVKNING

ALHU JUftltOITK
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ed Spreads

I
I w
I r3(

Hemmed White 8preadt,
100 value'

iTrl
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1ST

CrochetSpreads

WOMM

!Plhtffi

double-be-

CITIZEN.

Heavy Bed Spreads, pretty designs;
hemmed; $1.50 values,

HaH

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

lo

nff BBGvhs1k

5Dd

"HARVEST TIME" FOR THE FIRST BLANKET CROPSAVINGS THAT'LL AVERAGE 1- -3
RULYJtis harvest time for frugal housewives. The blanket mills send out two crops
BARGAINS IN
Sheets Pillow
at low prices to folks who look
of blankets each year one to sell in
BLANKETS
ahead one to sell in cold weather to folks who buy only when they begin to shiver. The
Cases

T

Fancy
down,

$

Blankets Soft si
various color combinations;' good size; special, a pair,
$1.00 and $1.48.

Pr.

at prices to make the sale a memorable
supply at these prices.

65G

Robe

Pr.

1

COMFORT SPECIALS
Our line of Comforts is unusually strong. The assortment Is
quite complete and the prices have received a trimming that
during the Sale. Cold
will make them move at a double-quicnights will soon be here. So you had better prepare. To
spend your money In the dry goods store Is preferable to
paying it out on drug and doctor bills. Good values throughout the entire stock.

OTHER SPLENDID VALUES ARE:
Blankets, at, a pair
ToC
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
Blankets, at, a pair
3 50
Blankets, at, a pair
4 '48

8J)

c

100
1-2-

1-5-

Published Dally and Weekly.

the Citizen Publishing Company.
Entered at postofflce for transmission through the mans as second
class matter.

UNlON

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY
Afternoon Dispatches,
County Circulation.
Mexico Circulation.
Arizona Circulation.

TERMS CF SUSCRIPTION
Daily by mail, 1 year in advance $5.00
50
Daily by mail, one month
60
Dail by car. ier, 1 month
$2.00
Weekly by mail, one year
The Evening Citizen will be delivered in the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 cents per
month when paid monthly.
Rates for advertising can be had
on appl''M!on.
Subscribers will confer a favor by
notifying us immediately on any nondelivery of the paper.
All letters and '.enilttanr-obe addressed to The Citizen

1-5-

w

Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts
Comforts

D

2-1-

2-5-

2 05

3.50
3.95
5.25
4-4-

cents
made a levy of 82 mills or 8
on each dollar of all assessed valuation in the county at that time, for
the purpose of paying the Judgment
above referred to, and which JudgSALE TEN MILLION BOXES A YEAR
ments were made the basis for the
petition in the mandamus granted on
Tuesday by the court. The payment
of this levy made by the board, at
that time, has been refused by the
taxpayers, and has never been paid.
CANDY CATHARTIC-JJ3
It is beld by lawyers that the fact of
the existence of the first levy should
An
25c. 50c
he taken into consideration, and If the
Droegtsu
707
levy ordered made by the mandamus
of Tuesday is to be paid, the levy
PREVENT ALL SUMMER rfOWL TROUBLES
made in accordance with the Judgment
...
W...-,- ..
E.- - .il.A
in October (should be stricken from
the tax rolls. As it now stands this
levy of 8
cents on the dollar is
valid, and stands on the tax rolls
against the taxable property of the
county located within its limits then
and there.
On the other hand, it Js alleged by
A
other attorneys that the levy Just
made by the court vacated the levy
made by the county commissioners on
February 7, lfwi, and Is virtually OPINION THAT MADE JUDGE SLOVER, HIMSELF MARRIED, WIDEstricken from the tax rolls of that
LY FAMOUS
REFUSED TO CONSIDER THE COMPLAINT AS
year. It is said that it was the inGROUND FOR DIVORCE, BUT GAVE A DECREE FOR OTHER
tention of the lawyers for complainREASONS.
ants in this case to abandon the 1901
levy and that no objection will be
made by them, should this be done,
and ordered by the county commissioners.
It is pioposed by the county commissioners to lay these points before
the court, and to ask for relief

The Best Hot Weather Medicine

1- -3

PIECE

These are seamless,' full bleached aVM jm
Sheets; hand torn, not cut; heavy M &iGiZ
and firm sheeting; worth 85c; at

Hemstitched Sheets

7

1 OO
1
1 35

. . .1-

-

1

2
2
2
3

at

PIECE

74c.

MORE
Reduced as follows:

48
88
OO
35
05
48

72x90, each
81x90, each

G9

90x90, each

70J

75

should
Publish-

Pay Judgments
AGAINST THE COUNTY OF SANTA TE

Attorneys Spiess and Davis, of Las
Vegas, have tiled petition in the First
Judicial District Court for Santa Fe
county, praying that a peremptory
mandamus issue on the relation of
K. Chap13ird S. Color and Klvi-rtoman, holder of judgments for delin
quent couiKins against Santa Fe county, obtained them on September 24,
lituO, in the sum of 74.ou8. and in the
sum of loo.to;, directing the board of
to levy a tax
county cmiiiii-siuner- s
of ten mills on the dollar of taxable
property in the county of Santa Fe for
the payment of the said judgments
and interest thereon from date thereof, the total amounting to $'.'2,724 and
to 7a,7!)4, respectively, these amounts
including interest at live p r cent per
annum to date. Associate Justice John
a peremptory
K. MeFie lias issued
mandamus commanding the board of
of Santa Fe
county
county to meet. be:ore August 31st,
and make the t.tx levy as prayed for
by the pel ii loners.
The mandamus
was served on Chairman Arthur Selig-niaoT the board.
U is understood
that tln board will have an early
meeting to take ibis matter Into consideration, and to make the tax levy.
The examination of the records
shows that tne attorneys for Coler
and f'hapinan included in their petition lor the mandamus, only the property of the preMuit (outny of Santa
Ke, while it is i (.nt. mli d by attorneys
that the properly in the precincts of
Kspanola and Monari'y, w lileh were
cut from Santa Fe county by the
commi.-'.-ioriei'-

thirtjsu hidlatlve

assemblies, thou! have bei n Included
in their petition. Notice is ulno called
to the tact that on February 7, l'JOli
the board of county coinniisBioners

Full Set of Teeth

A

D Be Fo GotoP
for

and

Gold

at

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
In assistance.
An
additional chair
will be added to the office. -

Upward

ior

Fillings

ROOM 12 It. T. ARMIJO BUILDINO

NEW MEXICO

25th TttAtoA&l

FaSi?

September 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23

EVENTS

August 27 Territorial fair excursion to Santa Fe, accompanied by ball

team and brass band.
Aucust 31 "York State Folk"
September 1 'Old Maid's Conven
tion," at C loin bo hall.
September 5 School begins, the
day after Labor day.
September 8 The Rruno Dieckman
concert.
September 18 to 23 Twenty-fiftTerritorial Fair.
GRASS SUCCESSFULLY
GROWN AT PORTALES

Charles O. Woodcock, of Portales
Roosevelt county, has a blue grass
lawn at his residence in that town
tnat is a beauty and refutes a l re
ports that blue grass will not do well
In New Mexico. The people of other
sections of New Mexico should take
notice of this and use every endeavor
to grow blue grass and have their
yarjs present a sightly appearance.

ATTRACTIONS
OUMJt

JUIXJB JAS. II. S LOVER.
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 24. l!y up- - almost invariable went through my
holding the '"ancient rinht" of wives pockets and cleaned them out."
Judgo Slover granted the decree,
to pick their husband's pockets at
niuht. Jas. II. Slover. judge of a dl- - saying specifically:
"Far be It from me to condemn the
vision of the circuit court, has step-ped Into the limelight.
His mail is ancient right if wives to go through
heavv with letters commenting on his their husband's pockets. A wife has
the right to do that. This divorce is
ruling
One Harding, In seeking a divorce, granted, but for other reasons."
Judge Slover has beeu married for
told of Innumerable indignities inflicted uiMin him by his wife and nearly ru years. He Is a southerner
"At night she of dignified, courteous bearing.
wound up by saying:
1

i

THE LIGHTNING TORE
They Appeal to Our Symoathles.
HOLE IN BUGGY TOP
The tlllluus and dyspvpi'.c and constant
sufferers and uppeal to our pvmpairiles.
There Is nut one of them, however, who
I.a-- t
week
while driving through
luny not be brouKht back to health and
riapplm hs by the UHe of Cbambenaln's Acte., San Juan county, on their retabTablets.
and
These
l.lver
Htumuch
lets InvtKomta the stomach and liver hiiU turn from Durango, Colorado, lightstrengthen the ingestion. They also reg. ning struck the buggy in wnieh Mr.
tilate the bowels. For sale by all
and Mrs. A. M. i'Mwards, of Farming-ton- .
were tilling, tearing a big hole
THE"
WHO ARE
KNIGHTS?
in the top of the vehicle and slightly
FINE FLAVORED
FOR
FRUIT, burning Mrs. Kdwards.
ASK FOR W. JENKS' GREEN LA
ESMERALDA
HIGH
BEL
CLASS
Dangerous and Uncertain..
FRUIT. AND SEE THAT YOU GET
For
and
IT. FOR SALE BY A. J. MALOY, scalp sunburn, tetter and all skinkjazel
diseases, DeWilt's Witch
CO., WALL &
JAFFA GROCERY
Salve has no eipuil. It is a certain
DEXTER.
druu-glnt-

The

ALBUQUERQUE CITY AND
BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
(n sale at Hawley's Book Store
and O. A. Matson & Company',
02 Went Kall:oad avenue.

t

22-Kar-

SI.OO

s.

BLUE

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

S6.00

60c.

COMING

Examination Free

so.oo

WIFE'S VESTED RIGHT

Price

AUTO 'PHONE 451

50c

PICKING HUBBY'S POCKET

,mus Directing Levy To

I

WORTH

at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at
at

fa

Judge McFie Grants

ami

PIECE

Seamless Sheets, full bleached,
size 72x90; made of an extra heavy
material; worth 75c; at 62c.

Teeth Extracted
Without Pain

ing Company. Drafts, checks and
post-of- f
lee and express money must
be made payable to the order of. the
company.
Bent Her Double.
OUR TELEPHONES.
"I knew no one for four weeks, when
Bell, 15 I wan nl"V. B'ifi typhoid fever and kidAutomatic, 1S3
ney trouble," writes Mrs. Annie Hunter,
of Pittsburg;, Pa., "and when I got better, although I had one of the best doctors I could 'ft, I was bent double, and
TAX OF TEN MILLS
hart to rest my hands on mv knees
when I walked. From this terrible
I was rescued by Electrlo bitON THE DOLLAR ters, which
restored my health and
streneth, and now I tan walk as
straight as ever. They are simply wonderful." Guaranteed to nure stomach,
liver and kidney disorders; at all drug-fistManda-- ,

thirty-fift-

JRE

THE COMFORTS

Ns

;y)LABEL

Associated t'rvaa,
City and
The Largest New
.Largest Northern

1.25
1.75

PIECE

fliTmvB!'

EVENING CITJZKX
By

l.OO

$1.50
$1.75
$2.00
$2.50
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$4.50
$5.oo
6.oo

jptk
gf ffa

k

75

90c

Pillow Cases of best grade of mus- lin, size 36x42; never sell for less
special price, 10c.
than 12
Seamless Sheets, full bleached,
size 63x90; made of soft and firm
sheeting; worth 70c; at 56c.

BED SPREADS

$100
$125

fiillBIITflr,ncBm'

the Sale more swing we've added Sheets
and Pillow Cases at marked down prices.
You all know how staple that class of goods Is
and how difficult to obtain these very necessary
things at reduced prices.
Hut, as said above, we want to make the Sale
more Interesting want to open wide the throttle
for our Annual Blanket Sale, so that things will
move at full speed.

to lay in a

It'll certainly

one.

Better bargains than we're offering this week were never
known in Albuquerque. We are going at this Sale with a determination to make things hum for the entire week. So, if
you are In need of any Bed Spreads, it will pay you to Investigate. How the prices run.

-

i.48

In

To give

Sheets, Pillow Cases and Bed Spreads
pay you
year's,

carry in stock Wool Blankets
running op to $15 a pair. Better
goods than we are offering; for the
money cinnot be found elsewhere.
?-

er

first crop is now ready for harvest at The Economist ready for you if you are looking
ahead and if you are anxious to save a few dollars. In conjunction with our Annual
Blanket Sale we offer at special prices

Hundreds of pairs of new, fresh and clean Blank-et- s
are placed on sale at the most popular prices
ever known for floods of like quality. The values
are certainly tempting, and by coming here you
will see your way clear of supplying all your
needs in that direction at a smart saving of both
time and money.

Soft Cotton Blankets In white,
grey and tan; fancy colored borders; worth 85c pair; special, 65c.

mid-summ-

t

t

cure for blind, bleeding, itching and
protruding piles. It will draw the fire
out of a burn and heal without leaving
a acar. lioils, old sores, carbuncles,
etc., are quickly cured by the use of
the genuine, iKiWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve. Accept no substitute as they
are often dangerous and uacertaln.
Sold by all druggists.

BOUGHT

MANY SHEEP
IN
CHAVES

COUNTY

Kelley, of Comstock, Texas
lias been in Chaves county for the
past two weeks and in that time' has
bought about 20,buu head of sheep. He
returned home last week, but will
visit Chaws county again in about
two weeks to make more purchases !
John

Touching Story
Is the savlne from death of the hntiy girl
of (ieo. A. Kyler, Cumberland, Md. lie
writes: "At the B(?e of 11 months our
tutle Kin uns In declining beaun.
serious throut trouble, and two phy
clans gave her up. Wa were almost In
d.spair. when we resolved to try Dr.
A

Klnu' s New Discovery for Consumption,
CoiiKhs and Colds. The tlrst bottle gave

relbf; arier taking four bottles she was
cured and is now In perfect health.
Never falls to relieve and cure a cmuih
6oc and IL Guar
or cold. At all deal,
anteed.

IT IS
BREAD
FLOUR.

t;

i

Grand Stock Show
Broncho Busting
Horse Racing
Wierd Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade
Baseball Tournament
Motor Cycle Races
Grand Street Parades
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball

Excursions from All Points

ASSURED
Spanish Bailes Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibit
Confetti .Battles
Marching Bands
Cow Boys' Relay Races
Local Horse Show of Expert
Riding and Driving
Pyrotechnic Display, Nightly,
Two Tons of Red Fire

Free Street Entertainments
Every Evening from 8 to
11 O'clock

at Greatly Reduced Rates

Get on the Trail that Leads
TO ALBUQUERQUE

Trial bottle free.
EASY

WITH

1U

MAKE GOOD
CLUB
HOU3I

W. II. GREER, President

I). K. B. SELLERS,

Secretary

ALBUQUERQUE EVEKLNG CITIZEN.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
Note.

DUAL TARIFF WOUL D MAKE

SIT UP

GERMANY

All classified advertisements
or rather "liners" one cent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any classified advertisements, 15
cents per issue. In order to Insure
proper
classification
all "liners"
should be left at this office not later
than 12 o'clock noon,

AND THINK

WHEN KAISER
PUT A CLUB IN THE HAND OF THE PRESIDENT
WILHELM'S COUNTRY SHOVES UP THE TARIFF AGAINST
AGAINST THE PASSAGE OF THE BILL ARE POOR,
HOWEVER.
ion or change of

the tariff. The

Am-

The
"dual tariff" plan which has been put
forward liy the Chicago reciprocity
convention is not a new scheme in
congress. A bill has Ik en introduced In the house by Representative
Janus A. Tawney, of Minnesota, a
member of the ways and means commit tee, and by Senator Henry Cabot
IiOdf-- '
of Massachusetts, embodying
the Idea of the maximum and minimum tariff schedules of the dual system. There are also some influential
members of the house and one or two
senators who are openly in favor of
the plan.
The idea is to fix by congressional
enactment tw'u rates one high and
the other low, and to authorize the
president or the secretary of the treasury, under the president's direction,
to adjust the duties nuainst foreign
countries within the two, limits. A
country which permits us favorable
trailing re aMons would get the best
terms, and a country which put up
the barriers against us would have
the barriers put tip to the maximum
as fixed by law, or as high as the
president might think necessary.
The advantage of the system lies
In the fact that it would correct the
hard and fast inflexibility of the present tariff. So long as no rate can
be a!t red without congressional enactment, or by a treaty ratified by
the senate, there is no way to meet
the changing a'titndes of foreign governments.
For example, Germany Is
preparing to raise their rates no to
150 per cent on all tiie principal articles bought from the United StatoR,
and there nppears to be no way to adjust our tariff to placate or retaliate.
as a whole, and parPut cnii'-TPticularly the senate, will lie found to
be opposed to the maximum and 'minimum, or "dual" tariff plan.
The
reason ii the same that causes the
there now,
"stand pit" sentiment
anil defents any move toward revis

erican Protective Tariff League and
behind them all the trusts and vested
Interests which profit by the exclusion of foreign competition Is unwid-Int- r
to take any chances of a lowering
of the present tariff rates.
The "dual" tariff plan would take
the "control of the ball" from congress anil give it to the president, or
the executive branch of the government. With such n law particular tariff schedules could he elevated or
lowered within the two iimits fixed
by congress at the discretion of the
executive.
Put what If there should occur an
election by which a democratic president came to the White House? Or
wlit If a republican were elected on
some collateral Issue and then he
turned out to be In favor of "downHe
ward" revision of the tariff?
would not have to ask the consent of
congress, but could go to work and
reduce all rates to the minimum by
executive decree.
plan." the protectionists
"That
say, "would be all right If we
wl
were perfectly sure that we could always control the president.
Rut we
are not. We do not want any tariff
rate reduced. Wo now have control
We control congress
of the ball.
very satisfactorily.
What we do not
own of the house we have In the
senate.
We can rely on our friends
in the senate to kill any efforts at
downward revision which might emanate in the house. We do not care
to take 'any chances, and will oppose
any plan by which the control might
be taken from the senate and vested
in the executive branch of the government."
That Is the position of the stand-pa- t
tariff people. And with the backing of the strong coterie of New England senators they will come very
near to making their position good as
against the efforts of the western interests to secure legislation of the
sort out'ined.

START ON HUNT

MEXICANS TO BE SENT

1

ss

FOR LOST MINE

BACK TO 1 HEIR HOMES

OF MAN WHO IS SUPPOSED TO HAVE LOCATED FABULOUSLY
RICH
ORE BEGINS
QUEST FOR THE PROPERTY.

Ownbv. eonntv commissioner
of Grant county. New Mexico,
has
Inspector
written to Immigration
Sc.imucker at El Paso, asking that the
Mexicans w ho arrived there a, few
days ago, suftering from smallpox, be
deported. The Immigration bureau
will at once take steps in the matter.
According to the statements made
by the Mexicans themselves
when
they reached Lordsburg, they are not
entitled to remain in this country,
and It Is likely that they will bo sent
hack across the border in a hurry
when they get well enough to be
moved.
I!.

WIDOW

Price, Utah. Aug 2b With the near
approach of the opening of the Uinta
reservation to mineral locations the
reserve is natir. ally the mecca. of
hundreds of prospectors, all of whom
have the one purpose, first, of finding
the fabled Caleb Rhodes lost gold
mine, and incidentally, as H were,
picking up anything else that may

R.

.

good.

look

With Rhodes, who was a trapper
and prospector there in the early days
of this sectiou, died the secret of the
whereabouts of this mine, which during hislil'e he wa-- s often heard to say
was big enough to liquidate the national debt. Rhodes passed away at
his home near Price gome three
months ago, and though his demise
was sudden, it is believed by many
that he left witli his wife plats and
maps that would lead to the mine.
Others, who have less faith, do not
think that Rhodes ever had a mine on
the reservation, and that the whole
thing is a myth.
Rut be this as It may, there are
those who think enough of the fabulous gold mine story to seek out Its
location, and they have gone so far as
to obtain the friendship and attention
of the widow and are hopeful of results. Last week Mrs. Rhodes left
the little farm north and west of Price
In the care of the help about the place
and outfitted for the reservation country. Accompanying her Is Joseph R.
Sharp of Sunnyside, Dr. A. W. Dowd of
the same place, and Thomas Rhodes
of Helper, the latter a brother of the
late Caleb Rhodes. The party has now
been out a week, and Is believed to be
by this time In the north range of the
Uintah mountains to the east of Heber
City and to the west of Vernal. Their
departure they announced to no one,
and their return Is absolutely problematical. They were equipped for a
long stay.
The widow of the late Caleb Rhodes
Is well advanced in years, but despite
this la hale and hearty, and capable
of standing much harship of the character that would naturally be encountered. On the other hand, it Is not
likely that If she possesses the information as to the location of the mine
she would intrust its location sixty-dayafter the opening to anyone but
herself, if it should be on the reservation proper. If on a forest reserve, the
location may be made now, as well
as at some nil lire time. In this present
quest for its whereabouts, one Hathen-brook- ,
of Provo, who was supposed to
be the pn:tner of Caleb Rhodes, in the
property, appears to have not been
consulted, and It may be that the
understanding of the two ended so far
as Mrs. Rhodes is concerned, with the
death of her husband.
Thomas Rhodes .the brother of
Caleb, must have had another and a
new revelation as concerns the property, for It was only a short time ago
when, discussing the reservation opening and matters in ennneetimi therewith, that he doubted the existence
of tiie mine. Sharp was form rly superintendent of the Sunnyside coal
init.es. uh le Dr. Dowd is the Utan
Fuel Company physician at Sunnyside. Tli. mm Rhodes is a lafne r and
car Iniiaii,

SOCORRO

MURDERER
HELD WITHOUT BAIL,
e"E. P. Rearrup, who shot and killed
l.ee Taylor at Alma, in western Socorro county, had a preliminary examination before Justice of the Peace
Dan Higgins, at Cooney, and was held
without hail to await the action of
the next grand jury. The testimony
showed that Rearrup had shot his
victim five times with a Winchester
and then broke his neck with the
stock of the gun.
COUNTY

SMALL POX QUARANTINE IN
GRANT COUNTY RAISED.
As a result of the energetic and effective measures adopted by County
Physician S. A. Milliken, of Silver
City, small pox, so far as Grant county is concerned, is at an end. The
quarantine established on the Mlm-bre- s
river at Dwyer was raised some
days ago, and Saturday a similar
course was taken at Hanover, where
another case existed. All of tthe patients have recovered. Dr. Milliken
was called to Hachita last week to
look alter two cases which had been
brought to that town from across the
line in Old Mexico. In one of the
cases the child died, but the other is
getting well, and it is expected that
the quarantine there will be raised
during the present week.
C. P. Jones, live stock agent of the
Santa Fe Central railway, spent the
day in Albuquerque, looking after
business for his road.
Pound Sale.
A stray black mule, branded on left
thigh, about four years old and with
one large ankle, was taken up on Monday, August 21, and will be sold at
pound sale on Monday, August 28.
THOMAS McMILLLN,
Marshal.
Hello, Central! i am In dirt from
cellar to garret. "Well, you want
Thornton. He is the cleaner." With
competent help. p. ices reasonable.
Has both "phones.
Otlice 510 North
Third street.

s

NEWTIMECARD
Eaetbouno.
No.,2. Atantlo Express, arrlTea 7:81
a. m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, antra
11:69 Tuesday and Friday: departs
12:09 a. in, Wednesday
and Bator-days- .
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Manager Frank Houston, of the
has received an answer from
his proposition to the Clifton team
to play two games here next week.
Clif'on wants $120 and expenses--,
which the locals cannot afford to
give.
Such a price is preposterous,
and Mr. Houston wired them that
they could come for fit) or 40 per cent
of the net receipts or not at all.
Harry Owen, manager of the Santa
l'e base hall team, wrote a letter to
Dan Gailegos offering him a berth on
the Santa Fe team. The letter was
sent In care of Mannger Houston.
Gailegos will not be missed on the local team.
The score at I.as Vegas yesterday-wafi to 5 again, with Clifton carrying away the little end of it.
struck out seventeen of the
Dines, and was only touched up for
six hits, against Nash's seven strikeouts and seven hits, but the Miners
had a hoodoo. Everyone of the Blues'
hits counted for a run, Lyons, catcher
for Las Vegas, carrying away the
ca,ke with a home run.
s

Mar-ques-

RESULTS IN

YESTERDAY'S

THE MAJOR LEAGUES

National

p.

bl, connects

No. 22 arrlTea from antith 7:1
connecting with. No. J, eaatboOBd.

(u.iu.
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A little f,.r,.hnKMiiiav . .ve you no
i.
t'nfjally except No. I
p.i of trout, i,.. Anv ni,,.
No. 1 carrle through chair, stand-rul- e
m:ik,ii
it a
ni
.
to keep rh inii.i rt.iin
Ccik-i'h.u-- : ard and tourist elesDbax ear
to
Los
rr ami Di.irrrm.- - It.
at hdnrt knows
this to be a fact. I or bale Ly all deal- - Aneelea
No. 7 carrle throogn ehalr, staad- era.
ara a tourist sleeping cars for
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN Francisco.
SEPTEMBER 23.
II. S. LUTZ, Agent.
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League.

At Philadelphia

R. H.

Philadelphia
Cincinnati
At Boston
Boston

ti 11
9 14

It. H.
2

St. Loui3
At Brooklyn

It. H.

....10

14
9 11

At New York

R. H.

Pittsburg
New

5
9

fi

Brooklyn
Chicago

2
9
7 11

York

,
American League.
R. H.
At Cleveland
4 10
Cleveland
7 11
Boston
. .R. H.
Second g?me
2
Cleveland
6'
1
8
Boston
R. H.
At Detroit
4
9
Detroit
Washington
5 10
R. H.
At St. Louis
5 4
St. Louis
0 5
New York
R. H.
Second game
0 7
St. Louis

League.

R. H.
G

11

3 12

R. H.
fi

13

1

2

y

I.unisv .1 e
At St. Paul
St. Paul
.
nil'al.aP'iMs
Second game
St. Paul

.

Dyspeptics
If you are too fat it is because your food
turns to fat Instead of muscle strength.
If you are too lean the fat producing foodi
that you eat are not properly digested and
assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not hare
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people hare too much Pepsin and sot
enough Pancreatine.

What You Eat

tiV.l t'utli

,!vcl;,

)jv siock

agt nt

at 11 I'asu. Is in
thf Santa
(i'y uii biisiiH.ss wiih local cattle
K-

nu n.

Is fre after a
Turkish .Nonnaie
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrn.
confectionery store and ice
cream parlor.
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CURE the LUNGS

Dr. King's
How Discovery
WITH

GNSUMPTIOfs
0UGHS and

for C 0L0S

Price
50c $1.00
Free Trial.

burcsL and Uuickt-a-t
Lure lor all
THROAT and LUNO TKOUii-1X- 3
, or MONE1 BACK.

PULLMAN
DINING
8LEEPER3,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR

CARS.
On all through

trains. No tiresome
delays at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

TO LOUISVILLE, Ky., DENVER, COLORADO
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., CHICAGO ST.
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST . .

....

VIA

El Paso Northeastern
and
Rock Island Systems

FOR RENT.
REXT One' nici ly

t

EXCURSIONS

SYSTEM

ac-

"
FOR'
furnished
room. 214 South Walter street.
FOR REXT Fohr room house, 21."i
Atlantic avenue. Apply at h'20 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Nicely furniidied rooms;
modern conveniences.
Apply 820
South Third street.
FOR RENT Two
large rooms for
light housekeeping,
with electric
light. Also two cheaper rooms for
light housekeeping, $5 each. Mrs.
H. E. Rutherford, same block with
Congregational church.
FOR RENT From one to five nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch, of ten or thirty
acres, with four-roohouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Nor; is, 524 John street.
FOR RENT Large, airy rooms, for
housekeeping, corner of Sixth street
and Railroad avenue,
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms,
very deslreable for party of young
men. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Mont desirable rooms
in city, single or ensulte, with table,
bonrd. 713 West Copper.

LOW RATE

EL PASO and
SOUTHWESTERN

Cal.

LIBERAL

RETURN LIMIT

Fastest Schedules

Finest Equipment

DOUBLE

DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars all the Way

Short Line East

For further information call or address
V. R. STILES,

G.

& S. System,

I

P. A.,
El

t

Paso,

EL PASO and
P. SOUTHWESTERN

Tex

SYSTEM

Fisrnittitet

f

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE Singer sewing machine,
almost new, $10. Inquire 718 Kent
ave.
HARK
at f
FOR SALE New furniture, at pri8
vate sale;
to 10 a. ni. tomorrow.
South High Btreet, two doois north
Coal.
of
FOR SALE Piano, $300 cash. 41G
Will not lump up
West TIJoras avenue.
FOR SALE Two fine residence lots,
Iron Beds, Stoves and Ranges, Art Squares, etc.
Everything
close in. Address, P. O. Box 11,
city.
AGENT CHARTER OAK STEEL RANGES
Needed About the House.
FOR SALE Saddle pony.
Inquire
115 South Sixth Btreet.
FOR SALE Two snaps in real estate.
BORRADAILE & CO., 117 COLD AVENUE
Lot 3. in Block 29, of Hunlng's
Hishland addition. $400.00. Lots 7,
8 and 9, corner of Hill street and
Copper avenue, Brownwell & Lail's
addition. This is one of the finest
building sites In that part of the
city, and If sold quick can be had
M. P. STAM.M.
for $800.00.

VkmM0 Ct ocfce

LOST.
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN

Two

Shortest and quickest
Una frem
Santa Fa to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado Springe, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all tinea east and west Time aa quick
and rates as low aa by other lines,

counting; $50 to $100 a month salary
assured our graduates
under bond.
Our six schools the largest in Amerby
ica and endorsed
all railroads.
Write for catalogue. Morse School of
Telegraphy, Cincinnati, Ohio; Buffalo,
X. V.; Atlanta, C.a .; La Crosse. Wis.;
Texarkana, Texas, and San Francisco,

-

Pests the stomach, rebuilds the
bues and gives firm flesh.

1

I

Science Discovers a Cure for
This Malady by Breathing Hyomel.
Stoma a dosing cannot cure hay
fever. A change of clinftite Is the
only treatment that gives' any relief,
and Hyomel, which medicates the air
you breathe, acts upon this principle,
giving In your own home a climate as
healthy as that of the White Mountains or other health resorts.
The complete Hyomel outfit costs
but 1, extra bottles, 50 cents. J. H.
O'Kielly &. Co. have seen the good effects following the use of Hyomel in
so many cases of hay fever that they
are willing to sell the treatment with
he understanding that If it does not
give satisfaction, the money will be
refunded to you.
Proposals for Building Materials,
etc. U. S. Indian School, Santa Fe,
X. M., August lit, 1905. Sealed proposals, indorsed "Proposals for Building Materials, Etc.," and addressed to
the undersigned at Santa Fe, X. M.,
will lie received at the Indian School
until 2 o'clock p. m. of September 13,
IStUj, for furnishing and delivering at
the school" as required during the fiscal year ending June 30, lymi, about
31. nun feet of lumber, 550 posts, 320
bushels lime, 2,200 pounds kalsomlne,
5 bairels
cement, 43,5(10 brick, 20
boxes tin, 20 bushels hair, etc., as
per list and specifications obtainable
at the school. Bidders will state in
their bids the proposed price of each
article to be offered under contract.
All articles so offered will he subject
to rigid Inspection. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids, or
any part ot any bid, If deemed for the
best interests of the service. Each
bid must be accompanied by a certified check or draft upon some United
States depository or solvent national
hank, made payable to the order of the
commissioner of Indian affairs, for at
least 5 per cent, of the amount of the
proposal, which check or draft will be
torteited to the United States In case
any bidder or bidders receiving an
award should fail to execute promptly
a satisfactory contract in accordance
with his bid; otherwise, to be returned to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash in lieu of certified check will not
be considered. For futtlier information
apply to C. J. Crandall, Superintendent.

"Scenic Line of the World"

X. M,

MALE HELP WANTED.
T.earn telegraphy and railroad

Medical

game
City

Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of indigestion. Kodol la a thorough
ji.Tsrant and a guaranteed cure f.jr
indigestion, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour rlsln;;s, bad
brent h and all stomach troubles. Sold
by a druggists.

an,

HAY FEVER ABOLISHED.

Digests

,

Toledo

tlii- -

,,uc lrs Donk 'MolhurAood
W'rile
BRAOfl.LO RGULI0H CO, Atlanta. 0

IHE

contains all the digestive Juices that are
found in a healthy stomach, and in
tiactly those proportions necessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodol is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a recons.Vuctive, tissue building tonic as well. Kodnl cures
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, En'ir Etomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation cf the Heart sad
Constipation.
You will l:ke it.

. .

RIO GRANDE
SYSTEM

do-sir-

1

Cure

L'ame

S. Van

accompanying

Kodol
Dyspepsia

Minneapolis

11.

pain

pic-ti;.,'-

j

Milwaukee
Columbus
Second game
Milwaukee
Celumbus .'
At Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Louisville

s

godoiies,

maternity. With its aid mothers can anc
do bring healthy, sweet dispositions!
and ideal
into the world.
Morning sickness, gore breasts and rx
cruciatin
caused by the gradual h
expanding organs, are relieved by thii
penetrating ntnl relaxing liniment.
Among the manifold aids to childbirtl
Mother's I riei d has grown in p' pularit;
and Rained a
among riia womet
s well ns poor; it is found and welcomes
in the mansion ns well as iu the cabin.
My lessening the mother's agony of mini
an dim in e liinjjp.iin n beautiful influcnci
is wrou; lt 'ipon the child, and instead oi
eevish,
and sickly forms j ot
lave healthy, laughing humanity, remi a
itijj a bless:, g ever to vou and its country
( ( :l Volt-re- '
All P:r
t'rM(l r.t i.v.
('. ..

2 10
4 10

American Association.

fur

dos dimmish the

&

Apply John
WAXTKP Carpenters.
Hart. 524 South Klrst street.
WAXTEI
l.ooo people to see the
"Old Maid s Convention" at Colombo
hall September 1.
WAXTED To know If any person
to take horesback trip through
northern counties; start about September 1st. Address Dr. E. T.
IS Elite.
WAXTEl) Stenographer.
Conservative Lite Insurance company, 113
Kailrmid avenue.
WAXTEl) Solicitor and canvasser.
Salary and Commission. Apply C
D, care of Citizen office.
WAXTED Room and board for man
and wife; must bo a well ventilated
and sunny room. Address J. P. J.,
Citizen office. State price and location.
WANTED Gentlemen's second-hanclothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.

FRIEND

R. II.

At Milwaukee

Hi

I

MOTHER'S

3 11
2
9

Western
At Pueblo
Pes Moines
Pueblo
At Sioux City
Sioux City
St. Joseph '

Kan-.i-

of
to most women is a
anxiety, serious thought
and sweet anticipation.
With the cessation of paid
necessary t o childbirth,
there comes calm nerves,
sleep and recuperation.

R. H.

Chicago
Philadelphia
Second game
Chicago
Philadelphia

Second

e

STORK
TIME
term

GROSS

KELLY

P

y

& CO.:

A

strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped short,
long tail. Return to J. M. McQuade,
234 North Walter street, and receive reward.

110

New York
At Chicago

Toledo

(lisHi'fM-araiic-

::a

The big dance to be given by the
Mcintosh Browns tonight in the main
ballroom of the Elks' opera house is
topic with the base
the
ball boys today, and society is taking
quite an interest in it, too. The affair promises to bo a pleasant one in
the extreme or it should be so, as
the ball boys have left no stone unturned which woii:d lend to the convenience and pleasure of their guests.
The best orchestra In the city has
been secured to furnish the music. An
Invitation
has been extended the
members of the Wade Musical company, now holding forth at the Casino, and it is understood that the invitation has been accepted. The tickets to the ball are SI; ladies free.
It seems that at last the demand of
the base ball fans of F.I Paso have
been heard at last, and that their
cries for a base ball team represefiTa-tiv- e
of the Pass city may soon be
realized. The cry and hue in El l'aso
for some time has been that the
teams known as the Colts and the
Drowns get together and make one
good, strong team.
The Colts and
the Drowns would not listen to the
demands of the fans; they seemed
to be absorbed in trying to make a
little easy money. The fans finally
crew tired and now they have taken
the matter into their own hands. A
nieetlng was held at El Taso Tuesday night, with a largo crowd present, and a committee was appointed
to secure money and players for a
cauable base ball team. It is about
time for El Paso to have some clean
sports.

No. 8, Chicago and Kansas City Ex- Indianapolis
At Kansas City
press, arrives u:45 p. m.; departs 7:45
Kansas City
p. ni.

Westbound.
No. 1. Los Anseles Kinrtu rrt
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:15 p. m.
Peculiar Disappearance.
J. P. Runyan, of JJutl.rvlll, Ohio, laid
No. 3, California Limited, arrlTea
the t (Miliar
of his pain- 10:40 a. m.. Mondays and Tharsdys;
ful
of lri'llK'cxtiim and hllli.nis. departs
iuitims
n, ss. in
10:60 a. m. Mondays and
r. Knit s New I.lfe I'll!. l(f
ays: "Tin y are a perfect remedy
fir Thursdays.
dizziness, a.iur stmi.ih. headache, con-UNo. 7, San Francisco Fast Mall,
iiiuii. etc", (iuantnteeti; at all
10:30 p. m.; departs 11:19 p. m.
Trice. :t,c.
"1

Bas?Bai.

SEVEN.

DENVER

WANTED.
WANTED
highest
Three painters,
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WA.NTKP (Jjrl fur general housework; no washing.
Mrs. G. A.
f.anlner, 2nn Noith Second Street.
WANTKD
Salesman, speaking both
Knglish and Spanish
for country
general merchandise store.
State
salary expected and references. Ad'
dress B.
eare of this office. '
WAN'TKH Man and wife to do general housework and chorlng at place
30;
out of the rity; wages',
no
children. Address A. J. Frank, Ab

NCES

By Gllson Gardner
WaHhlnKton, V. C, Auk. 24.

PAGE

(INCORPORATED)

WHOLESALE

WANTED

Wonder why people worry thla hot
weather, when they should place
their troublea with us. We secure positions aa well ae find positions.
WANTED.
We Sre still doing buslnesa at the
same number. We want your busl
ness and guarantee to give aatlsfac
tion. Give us a trial.

GROCERS

WOOL, HIDE AND FELT DEALERS
ALBUQUERQUE

i

AND LAS VEGAS

WE WANT AT ONCE
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 second
cook, 3 girls for housework, 1 chambermaid, 2 men to take charge of
houses, 1 man to wash wagons;

teamsters,
ers, etc.

logmen, swampers,

FIFTEEN
carpenters ship to

First-clas- s

fornia.
Mexicans

TWENTY
railroad work

The Southwestern
Phone

ship

labor-

Cali-

IRRIGATION

PUMPING

IS A SUCCESS

east

When the Pump and Knplne are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit fur 5 years. We are Headquarters
for I'ower Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

Employment.

AGENCY
195 Red
110

BY

,
Upstairs.
South Second street.

RAILROAD

TICKETS.
Cut Rates.
tor rf iuced rafea to and from 'all
potnra go to I'auisen s Association
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
tickets bouxht, gold and exchanged.

llendrie

The
1621-163-

9

&

Rolllioff

Seventeenth Street,

.Mfg.

and Supply Co.

DENVER,

COLORADO

Money to Lo,n
Furniture,

Pianos, Organs. Horses,
Wagons and other Chatti-lsalso on
M.AKIKd AND VA KKI IOUI3 RK-- (
KII'TS, as low as $ld.oo and ad biyh
a
"u.im.
Loans a:e quickly made
an-strictly
private.
One
Time:
month to one year given. Ubods remain in your possesion. Our ra'es
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO,
StiamUip tickt-to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bids.
2 i W'i'it
Railroad Ave.

.0:1

PR1VATH

OFK1CKS.

COMING,
KNIGHT'S
SUN, SEPTEMBER 23.

midnight

Rio Grande Lumber ( ;
Cyeneral Building SopiC

J;

SCREEN DOORS
Eoth Phones.

A. H. HEYN, Mgr.

3JanJMa

II

has Just r"t .iti.

Local and
Personal

on the Gila

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Friday
with local thunderstorms.
ARRIVAL
No.
No.
No.
No.

Wind Up Sales of

A
A

1. from
7, from
8. from
2, from

the
the
the
the

OF TRAINS.

east,
east,
west,
west,

7:30 p. m.

heart;

lielieve

The truth of this should you receive
A hornet's st inn.
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
Dr.
H. Tiritw has returned from
a short outing nt Camp Birnie.
Rabbi Jacob H. Kaplan Is spending
the week with friend at Santa Fe.
TI.

For Men, Women and Children. The balance of our Oxford and broken line of shoe have to go this week. We have not all lze In
every line. Your may be here. Won't you come and find out. We
will make it worth your while to Investigate.
Men's Canvas Shoes. $1.85, for
Men's Vicl Kid Oxford, $2.50, for
Men'

$1.85

Velour Calf Oxfords, $3.25, for

$2.40

Men's Box Calf Shoes, $2.65, for

$2.10

Ladie' White Canvas Oxfords, $1.75, for

$1.35

Ladies' Dongola Oxfords, $1.85, for
Ladies' Vicl Kid Oxfords, $2.50, for

$1.45
$1.95

Ladies' Vicl Kid Shoes, $2.50, for

$2.00

MM

t

Alderman Hanley, who has been
spending a month camping In Bear
canyon, has returned to the city.
James Melinl, of the firm of Mellnl
& Enkfn,
wholesale liquor dealers,
was a passenger north this morning.
Prof. P. M. Light, president of the
Silver City Normal, passed through
the city this morning en route north
President George S. Ramsay; of the
Albuquerque Business College, was
transacting business In Gallup today.
Stated conclave of Pligrim Comman- dery fcio. 3 this evening at 8 o'clock p.
m. liy order of E. C. J. C. Forger,

$1.35

iii''Iiij.iilwxmuuiiiiw
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Finish oit Fall
House Cleaning
with a coat of Heath & Million's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wi;i find it most satisfactory, inasmuch as it will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what is more, make them stay bo.
We also have a larse stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette
HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

The Clarkville coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country.
CM a reputation second to cone, and
you know, If you've tried it, that it's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual"from Impurities, its
ities and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-- '
free-burnin- g

On.

.

John S. B'eaven
Both phones.

Don't Pay Cash
Well Trust You
Do you want any furniture? Are
you thinking of furnishing a house?
Call and see us about it. We have
the most complete house furnishing
establishment in the southwest, so
arranged that you can select anything, from the cheapest to the
best. Make a small payment down,
the balance in easy monthly or
weekly payments. Furniture, Crockery, Glassware, Rugs, Shades, Tinware, Granite ware, and Ranges.
The famous Acorn range, $5 down,
$5 a month a world beater.

I
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WORKS.

R. P. HALL ProD.

MINING

NEW SHIPMENT OF

Douglas

h

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

u

S.S.PEARLSTINE
212'2 South
.... Second street.

ru

a

--

Arrive every day. We Intend to have a pair of Douglas
Shoes for every man In Albuquerque. It means the larg-es- t
stock of shoes In the two territories.
j

Handsome New Fall Shirts
are now being placed on sale.
new color effects.

$1.25

Id

Successor

to Edward

lect

THE RAILROAD

BUILDING RECORD OF
A LOCAL CONTRACTOR
IN

HEATED TERM HE HAS EIGHTDOLLARS
THOUSAND
TEEN
WORTH OF RESIDENCE WORK,
BESIDES BUSINESS

-

Building in Albuquerque this sum
mer has shown little if any abatement, though here as In El Paso, the
busy building season includes half of
the fall, all of the winter, and much
f the spring.
Yet now, in the very
height of the heated term, one can
scarcely go through the city in any
direction, whether business or residence part, without seeing here, there
and everywhere, buildings in various
stages of construction.
A Citizen representative was talking with A. V. Tegner, contractor, who
is about completing the changes in
the harper building, op the corner of.
Railroad avenue and Paradise alley,
by wliieh the building will be fitted
for the occupancy of Yanow, the
pawnbtoker. The changes here will
cost about S0(), including a change
of front, the thorough refitting of the
of
interior, and the construction
Ixioths for ladles, who may obtain prl-. c
tuin auic ..vsui iuc u...-- v.. huv
side.
Mr. Tegner Is also nearing completion on the addition to the postoifice
building, for which he obtained the
contract, rte is improving a business

Styles Carefully
ECAUSE wo realize that in the matter
of dress, intelligence and taste go
hand in hand. Quiet elegance is after all
the root of genuine good taste and good breeding. We have
assemblied a very complete and handsome collection of fabrics for
this seasons wear. There is nothing handsomer than our new

B1

Suits at 75 and $18
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Gold Avenue
South Second Street

CLOTHIER

EBB

Water Heating
Steam and Hot
BEATIFUL GOODS Displayed
Cali and Examine the

In Our Sample Rooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware
Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies
,

'....WRITE FOR PRICES....

Largest Stock in the Southwest.
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16-- 1
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401-40- 3

DEPENDABLE FOOD PRODUCTS.
any
are
and
our

:

Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patrons favoring us with their orders
can depend on us absolutely for
the best in quality, the
beat in flavor and the best In nutrition.

Leading Jeweler,

F. F. TROTTER

RAILROAD AVENUE

rirt Street

P. Lommori...--

&

....Matteucci.

furn-inshln- g

Dealer in
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
IMAND THE BEST OF MEATS.
PORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY.
Call at No. 624 West Tljeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

.

Colorado Phone 19?

Proprietors

CHAS. F. MYERS

WHOLESALE

-

Auiom.tio phon, las

Wm. McINTOSH

HARDWARE

SOME THINGS YOU WILL

NEEDBUY NOW

RETAIL

AND SAVE MONEY

Five minutes to freeze.

Ice Chests and

Refrigerators, most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
moderately priced.
FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT

-
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MOWERS.
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DEERING

REPAIRS.
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Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

1

i.

or Night

We Study the Leading

Each

h

A Fuehr,
Bay

AVENUE

PL URflBIM
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307 West Railroad Avenue.

MEXICO

$2.50

In

SIMON STERN

The White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer. "Is the Best Made."

SKK WINDOW

to

Every shirt a wonder

H

Undertaking Company,
Both 'Phones.

Steln-Bloc- h

$50 Shoes

ni-h-

The Fuehr

j

ALBUQUERQUE, NtW

$3.00 Hats
won-derf-

25 Ounces for 25 cents

n

IN OUR

Nearly all the fall shipments are In, revealing a
variety of new shapes, new colors and new bands.
All on display In our show window.

.

Diamonds are always in order. Wt can talk Diamond
to you at
time. Thty art an investment, and a good investment at the prices wt
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.
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MILL

AND

Popular
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SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side of Railroad Track
A

MANY NEW SHAPES

Nos. 118 and 120 Soutk Second 8t--

j

ON

MEN'S WEAR

tup-ion-

DIAMONDS

EVERITT,

Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cars; Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings. J J
jt jt jt
MACHINERY

KARLY PALLi DISPLAYS OP

Baking Powder

I

1905.

K

muddy and the tnnit ,ute fain to take
few fish, but
the fly, so he
feels much res'. .1 as a result of his
vacation.
Pr. F. B. I! mil i one of the leading
physicians and s irn.'oiis of the terriVegas,
tory, who w is locate at
has remove to A im tinrque and has
opened an i.!!l in rooms Nos. 11 and
13 Ir, the N. T. A.tniji) building.
IS
who came here a
Frank
few weeks - to ta'e the position of
day clerk of the Aivarado, has found
that the a :i'" !e of Albuquerque Is
too high fo: him. and he expects to
la s for a lower altileave Id a
tude.
What better proof of itr
,
city engineer of
R. H. Th'
Be sura
who has been spend- being a good thing?
Seattle, Wti-'- i
ing a few clays in the city on a visit you get the genuine.
to hla brother. It' v. H. C. Thompson,
of the MeMiml Minion school, left
last night :' :' his home. He was accompanied l'V his mother, Mrs. M. S.
Thompson, o!' this city.
8AVI! THO COUPONS,
Mr. and Mrs. John Redmond, of
Burlington, K.ts.. spent the day in Al- propet ty on South Second street, has
buquerque !! their way home from a but recently completed tho improvebuilding,
trip to the l,c wis and Clarke exposi- ments in the Glechner
tion at Por -- .ind, and a sojourn at tho Fourth street and Oold avenue, where
various Cal iotnia resorts. Mr. Red- the Albuquerque Electric Light, Gas
mond Is oie of the leading newspaper and Power Company have their office,
men of the Sunflower state, being ed- and Is now working on a platform
4o.24 feet for the Albuquerque Power
itor and proprietor of the Daily
Company, to connect with the conveyBurlington.
n
f:om the American Lumber Comrepresenting A. Marques or
J. Minimpany's city mills.
& Co., of Philadelphia, importers and
also stated that he now
exporters of raw furs and goat skins, hasMr.in Tegner
hand or has completed in the
Is conipleti: - today a shipment of aj
last few weeks $18,000 worth of resi
carload of mat skins which is doubt-- ' dence buildings, among which he men
less the largest carload that ever went tioned a home for Rabbi Kaplan, adout of the territory, and will probably joining the Jewish Temple; a resibe tho mo- - expensive car of New dence in the Highlands for Mr. Mon-toyMexican products loaded from this
and a double house, of artificial
place, amn .nting to about $11, "00. stone, and containing twenty rooms
This car was purchased from Gross, on North Fourth street , for the
Kelly & Co.. and the other wholesale Thelin brothers.
dealers of this city.
This is but the record of a single
Judge Ira Abbott, of the sec md Ju contractor, and one who has been
vadicial district, returned from his
working for himself, less than two
cation spent at Haverhill, Mas;., on years. Could The Citizen get a simaccompanied by his ilar list from all the other contractors,
Tuesday
t,
daughter. He spent yesterday in his It would show a summer record of
chambers and left last night for Los which any city might well be proud.
Lunas, where he is selecting Jury com
missioners under tne new iaw, wmi.ii
provides that three commissioners are
appointed to select 3oO names. The
juries for two succeeding terms of
court are drawn from names thus se

Watches, lewelry and Silverware

Cor. Second apd Copper Ave.

REPAIRS

Mesdames MeGuIre and Cochran
and Miss Pertha Kutz, of Relen, are
spending the day in the city visiting
and shopping.
William Dolde, proprietor of the
Cash Buyers' Union, teturned last
night from a trip to Philadelphia and
other eastern centers.
Joseph Slansky, the ladles' tailor.
has returned from an outing spent in
Colorado and has reopened his parlors
in the Barnett building.
J. H. Bearrup. of the Rio Grande
Woolen Mills, left last night for a trip
to California, where he will spend sever:.! weeks sojourning at the various
ci'ist resorts.
J. B. Rutherford, executive special
for the State Life Insurance company
of Indiana. Is in the city, accompanied
by Mrs. Rutherford and her sister,
Mrs. R. M. Cosley. of Galena, Kansas.
Miss Mary Spaulding, of Hannibal,
Mo., who will teach in the Albuquerque public schools the coming year,
arrived in the city last night and is a
Kirest at the home of Attorney E. L.
Medler and wife.
G. Biavaschi, a well known cattleman and saloon keeper of Socorro,
spent yesterday in Albuquerque and
returned to the Gem City last night.
Miss Anita Becker, of Belen, is Jn
the city the guest of friends.
David Weinman, accompanied by
7. is wife, returned
last night from an
extended trip to New York, Philadelphia, H i' ton and other eastern points.
While away Mr. Weinman purchased
the fall stock for the Economist store.
Judge Frank Parker, of the third Judicial district, passed through the city
this morning en route from his chambers at Las Ctuces to Santa Fe, where
the territorial supreme court will
meet in a few days. Judge. Parker
It Is not too late to invest in a
pair of summer shoes. There are
still some'Bionths of hot weather
ahead of us and you will get more
than your money's worth In comfort
and satisfaction, esiecially when you
can buy them at the cut prices we are
now offering them for. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

trip
Tl'st' waters were

fn.m a fishing

il

i

WIDELY IMITATED

lifetime's sorrow oft may start
From some small thlnis.
The small tiiiims hurt. You'd quite

Summer Shoes

i

THURSDAY, APRIL 24,
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12:45 a. m.
11:25 p. m.
7:55 a. m.

little word may liroak a

CITIZEN.

KVKNING

ALliUOUEHOUE

tIGHT.

PAGE

BINDERS.
HAY RAKES.

REAPERS.
Write or Call,
and Get Price.
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PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE
COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.

STUDEBAKER
BUGGIES,
CARRIAGES

and
WAGONS.
0"

215 West Railroad Avenue

"

c;ivi.i--r,- v

Albuquerque, New Mexico

